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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, July 23, 1918.
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War Lead by the Associated
Hard fighting Is (Undated
Press.)
proceeding in all sections of the line
The advance of ttye American and
from Solasons to Rhclms, according to French Into the Soissons-Rheim- s
sa
dispatches reaching London this lient continues. At some points the
afternoon, but always with the allies Germans are counter attacking deson the offensive and the Germans perately, but their efforts have proved
This is a HHtisli "whippet" or "Jitney tank," of tiie type wlilcli,
fighting desperately to save what they futile in more than impeding the ad has
n
vance.
largely employed in Hie
tan before the
Further
been
has
ground
by
gained
The French gathered up forty-fiv- e
the allied forcos
of Soissons, In
more guns, Including six of large cal- the center of tlio south
line along the Ourcq
ibre. In the fighting along the Marne, river and north and east
of Chateau-ThierrWhere the Germans were compelled to
Additional large numbers of
retreat very hastily, leaving behind Germans have been made prisonei
and numerous quantities of guns and
material of all kinds.
have been captured.
Although the Germans are fighting warIn materials
the Maine region the American
bottom
t,
of the
bitterly along the
troops on the northern bank of the
there are indications they realize stream are well on the heels of the
(By Morning Journal Special Leased Wire)
a retreat la inevitable, for they are fleeing enemy east of Chateau Thelr-ry- ,
New York, July 22. That Teuton conspirators planned
burning villages several miles behind
between Gharteves and Gland. At
their lines, and there Is a great con- last reports their advance .had been even after this country's entrance into the war, to use Ger
gestion of troops around the top of pushed virtually four miles from theii man reservists to invade Canada and Mexico, is indicated in
the salient, which may indicate prep- old positions on the southern bank the seized
correspondence of Dr. Frederick August Richard
arations for a new line.
and they are pressing
the enemj von Strensch, according to federal officials. Von Strensch
AUIcs llulld Bridge.
in the direction of
when arrested was described as a former protege of
The allies are constructing bridges northward
possibly with the infee pursuit of the Germans north of tention of
Today he was described as a relative of the German
with
to
link
up
the Marne. The Americans continue the Frenchendeavoring
forces
east
emperor.
proceeding
to fight in the most stubborn manner ward
along the Ourcq. Furtther east
The objects of the proposed invasions, according to the
for the salient, but If things continue
Marne
the
the
French have
to go well, the enemy is likely to be along
been enabled to throw forces across authorities were to hamper the despatch of Canadian troops
forced back to the line of the river to
abroad and to join armed Mexicans for t.he purpose of makthe northern bank of the stream.
Yesla, whjoh offers good defense and
.
' 'luijfoRsr.'r-.-Severing an attack upon the United States.'
11lUnff
good communications.
The Germans
beIs
in
progress
fighting
made several heavy counter-attack- s
Federal officials believe Alexandra Varda, better known
on the western side of the salient and tween the British, French and Italian
the fighting appears to bo growing In troops and the enemy southwest ol a5 r.r .p0"188 von Scheele, was the author of letters signRhclms, where the British have made ed L., which were found in the belongings of von Strensch.
Intensity all along this western tip. further
advance, while in Champagne The woman was arrested
A German counter-attac- k
near
shortly after von Strensch's apprewon a slight advantage for to the, east of Rheims the French are hension last week. In these letters were sentences
to
indicating
old
all
have
their
regained
reported
them, but all these moves are only In
the nature of an attempt to hold un front line positions between the river that between November 1915 and April 20, 1917 plots
were in existence for 25,000 German reservists to cross
Suippes and the town of Masslges.
the allies.
from
The German defensive has notice- - Buffalo, N. Y., to
All these counter-attack- s
are coaland
Bridgeburg,
for
Ontario,
100,000
of
on
stiffened
title
the western
ing the Germans heavily and can not bly Rhoims-SoissonGermans to enter Mexico at unnamed nointa nlnno-- t,a n;
s
be launched without adequate prepar- the
salient, but. al urande.
. ,
v.
though large numbers of reserve!
ation.
A federal officer expressed the belief that within the last
One of the German high command have been thrown into the fighting,
actively engaged in endeavoring to the maneuvers seem to be more In month Dr. von Strensch had made an unsuccessful pffnrr tn
find some
way of holding up the the nature of a strong rear guard ac- Bend to Germany, via Holland, the pattern of a new gun for
American forces at the bottom of th tion designed to .help the large forces which remarkable claims were made.
docket Is Major General Hell for- of the enemy In the Chateau Thierry
The seized correspondence also disclosed that a Gpr- pocket to escape northeastward than
merly Field Marshal von Mackensen'
chief of Btaff, who recently was ser.t
man,
assuming a Russian alias and disguise, had entered the
(Continued on Page Two.)
to the west front from Ukraine. The
employ of the Curtis aviation plant. The spy is being watched
Americans captured several docuby federal officials. A photograph of von Strensch. takpn in
ments bearing General Hell's signathe uniform of an officer of the Prussian Guard was found
ture,
Americans Complimented.
alongside a picture of Frederick William I, father of the
Many compliments have been show-ere- d
present
emperor.
on the Americans by British
llason officers and reports
IN EXPERIMENTS
reaching
London from their two sectors
their fighting ability, discipline praise
and
adaptability. One staff officer reported:
L
"The Americans have already earned a great reputation for
the thoroughness with which they clean
territory they move across. They
ate Just as good as the Australians
rSV MORNINf JOURNAL VPtCAL LIABD Wlffll
In
this opon offensive warfare and tha'
Washington, July 22. Waste of
Is a very high
millions of dollars in experimenting
compliment."
(By Mom ns Journal Special Lease Wire)
The French
of with the English Bristol and other
a thousand morereport the capture
will
of
be
to
types
airplanes
In
reported
prisoners
the last
mcnt, iinwvfr, never has announced
Washington, July 22. Deeply contwenty.four hours. The British also congress by the senate military subcerned
manifestations of mob receiving one.
have taken several
by
committee
aircraft
proinvestigating
hundred, and the
Now the government has learned
nm wans a considerable
duction, members of the committee spirit In widoly separated parts of the that
number
Germiniy has made wide and
On the west side of
the salient the said loday. Other findings of the com land, President Wilson is about to is- damaging use of tho Praoger case
fighting continued all night with mute, said Senator Thomas, the chairana others of a similar nature,
WC" M this
man, and some members, will be that sue a statement to hi countrymen,
S?Ht.fcnten,','.ty
throughout iMexh o and South' Amerre1,200
to
them
the
upon
planes
calling
on
$S,000,'
nverywnere
training
respect
costing
the air.
"" '
ica, and even in Europe, where the
000, recently were "tunked" because straint of law and order in dealing
gressive.
propaganda has been at work to conAt S o'clock this afternoon east of pthey were too dangerous for use; that with
those whom they suspect of be- trovert the president's proclamation
Rhoims the enemy gained a
several
In
aviators
been
killed
have
little
of Justice to all.
aliens.
flights with dangerous types of planes ing enemy
ground, On the whole front
President Wilson- is said by close
Tho
the rivers there was a heavy gain
pronouncement
president's
and
that
amateurs
the
in
n
engineering
to regard the situation as one
bombardment and several local and administrative sectors have con- probably will take the form of the advisers
with no limb spirit operating under
attacks were delivered by the enemy, tributed to the delay In production.
to
open personal statement, similar
the guise of patriotism. Some of the
but not on a large scale. These
Responsibility for part of the delay that which he issued at the beginning
president's friends siiy he regards it
were repuiseoat all points except a was placed on the former aircraft
of the world war, urging his country- not only 11s a dangerous evil but as a
'
( .'
Perthes.
production board, but they said that men to
disgrace, because It strikes at the nk
observo a true neutrality. "
the prospects for the future are much
The episode which disturbed tho iionp montio, ana ieetis tho propa
minded Soldiers Marry.
Improved.
which represents tho United
.luly 21. More than 150
All members of the committee were president was the hanging of Robert ganda as
States
British aoldlers blinded in the war
fighting for democracy
nave married since losing their sight agreed that the Liberty motor is a P. Prager at ColHnsvllle, 111., last abroad and countenancing its destru
complete success. It Is too heavy for April. The Incident whs discussed in tion at linino.
the Bristol plane, senators said, and
. The president's
statement, it Js said,
that type has been abandoned by the the German rcicbstag and it was re- will
be a very earnest and solemn one,
from
Amsterdam
war departmei.t.
that
THE WEATHER
ported,
Germany
to
leave
all
'
disloyalty or sus- was sending a protest through diplo- urging
1
pocted loyalty to the regular 'processes
matic channels.
The state depart- - of the law.
BRITISH BROKERS IN
FORISCAST.
AN EXCELLENT. MOOD
Denver, Colo., July
ew
warfare in the streets of Spokane beI, W, W,
Tuesday and Wednesday gener- mr
ly cloudy , with occasional
tween tho city council and the labor
show- .Ni.
LMn
mnt
u,,l
' i; not much
iUNION, SAYS WITNESS merf who desired to deliver
London, July 25. The war news
change In tempera- "soap
."1 e.
.'.
,;
received since Friday has put dealbox-- '
orations..
Arizona: Tuesdaj and Wednesday ers on the stock exchange and the
MONIN JOUHNAL PICIl LMB
H. B.. Wliittaker, former mnyor of
J
'.'tly cloudy with occasional show, public in an excelent mood.
Chjcago, July 22. George Hardy, Missoula, Mont.,
Values had risen in
testifying for tho deif east portion; not much change
all
Who said he had served
virtually
for three fense told of an
In
cases before buyers appeared and ths
W. lumber
emperature. .
execution of a number of orders years in the British army and had strike In northwestern Montana In
been
on
reserve
the
nine
said
1917.
list
Ii6cAI REPORT
He
for
the workers accomyears,
caused a further hardening in prices.
The war loan, French fives, oils and testified that, the I. W. W. was the plished their alms without violence.
A
co'ndl-1nummary of lacoj weather
! Shipping shares were prominent and most up to date labor union he, had
Honduras Declares War.
mi for the twenty-fou- r
hours end-i- r even where no business was done, ever seen, today at the trial of 101
a! ( p. jn. yesterday follows:
Washington, July 22. Honduras,
prices were marked higher. Russian members of that organization, charged which
broke diplomatic relations with
temperature, 88 degrees;
mines and oils were active. The mar With violation of the
espionage law.
Germany on May IS, followed thai
,42; range, 46; at 6 p. m., 82: ket closed strong and confident,
Kichard Brasier of Spokane. Wash.. action last Friday by declaring war
s s lnds;
partly cloudy- - heavy local
Money was in 'good supply. DIs a member of the general executive The state
;.. department was hotlfied to- ri's.
k
counts were .quiet
board of tho I. W. W. told of petty
oay or tnat action,
Ikh-hii-

lx-e- n

frCIAL CORtaPONDCMC

I'ranoo-Anierlea-

t'oiii:ter-fiffen.slv-

it is built

Tor

speed moif than strength,

e.

h.

Teuton Conspirators Planned to
FREDDY SENDS AN
Invade Canada and Mexico After
America's Entrance Into the War s, 0. s. CALL TO

sal-len-

Bismarck.

ft!'

Grl-soll-

BIGSilASTEO

Wilson to Cation People
to Respect Law in Dealing
With Enemy A lien Suspects

ui-th-

I

"

nlng!
Ger-ma-

-

Ill
mr MORNINd JOURNAL

FOR RELP

With tho French ArmyI,,,,,
in Kranco,
July It (liy the AsHorintnd Press).
Frederick William, tho Oerrmin
crown prince ,has been obliged
to call for help from his cousin.
Crown Prince Uuniirecht, of Havarla.
German divisions from tho army In
tho north havo been .hurried down t
'pfbtdfrt tho western flunk of the de.
feated army which ha been driven
hack over tho Mnrne and ejected from
Chateau-Thierr-

ariCIAl.

by

y

Franco-America-

wine)

n

troops.
Pa flu, July '12. When the Bavarian
crown prince answered the German
crown prince's appeal for help and
sent Homo of his divisions from the
Ficardy front to aid the. Germans In
the Marne salient an equal number of
Prltish divisions were detached from
the northern front and moved to tho
buttle sector southwest of Rheims.
Tho Hrltish divisions aro composed of
picked trops.
'

MOTTOES ON COACHES

TELL DRAFTEES' HOPE
aV

MORNINS

TE

I.--

Max-inu.-

m

mln-ivin-

:.

.

1

'PRCIA!.

JOUNNA,.

Franco-America-

;

(Continued

PCCIL LtABCO WIM

JOUHNAL

Camp K,earny, San Diego, Calif.,
July '12. Draft men coming here recently for training decorated the railroad cms in which they travelled with
all sorts of mottoes and inscriptions.
When they got here they were required to wash these off. However,
one car got away from camp In some
these
whilo
unexplained
fashion,
words still adorned one side:
Slops Taken

Check (Jrlppc.
Owing to the prevalence of "Spanish grippe," the municipality bus forbidden, under
"f 6,000 francs or three months
imprisonment, performances In themusic
aters, picture houses,
hall,
concerts or neeting of any kind, inuntil
ceremonies,
cluding religious
further orders.
lc

on Page Two.)

iONWIOA
TRIAL: MUST
RANG ON AUG

Some, July 22.

.

Technical

s

K. O.

Jersey City, N. J., July 22. Benny
Leonard, lightweight champion, scor
ed a technlral knockout over Young
Cradwell of Ne!wark In the fifth round
d
of nn
match (here tonight.
knocked
Leonard
Oradwcll
down
In
twice
the fifth and the referee
stopped the fight to savo Oradwcll
further punishment.
eight-roun-

AT TEMPTED

ARI L RID
PARIS
FACIAL

THIRTED

CORRBaPONOINCg

TO MONMIN

JOURNAL)

Paris, July 22. A Herman airplane
made an unsuccessful
attempt to
reach the region of Paris today. Jt
was driven off by the French .anti'
aircraft fire.
.;
This was the first attempt to raid
Paris by dayllnht since the
Taubes flew over tho city in September, 1914."
The raiders
apparently started
about 8 o'clock this morning. At that
time a German machine crossed the
lines. It seemed to bo making for the
Paris region, but turned back when
the barrage fire was opened. Further
barrage fire was heard at 11 o'clock
ami it was In the burst of shells from
the French
pieces that
the German attempt was finally frustrated.,.'
5

ft

,

.23

to MORN'NS JOURNAL)
San Francisco, Calif., July 22. The
California supreme court today af
firmed its preliminary order denying
a new trial to Thomas J. Mooney, now
at St, Quentiu state penitentiary, fac
ing execution for participation in the
Proparedness day bomb explosion
iwo years ago.
"This action places Muohey'g fate
squarely up to Governor Stephens,"
said Attorney K. V. McKenzle, who
appeared lor Mooney.
Appeals for executive clemency for
Mooney are now pending before Governor Stephens. Tho defense took its
appeal to the state suprome court after Superior Judgo Franklin A. Griffin, of the trial court, refused to vacate the death scnt nee on charges of
fraud extrinsic to the record in the
caso. The supremo court on July 13
hoard arguments on Mooney's
for a certificate' of probable
cause, designed to keep him out of the
penitentiary until the uppeul was decided. This application was denied
July 15 and two days later Mooney
was taken to San Quontin prison.
When the appeal came up for hear
ing today, both counsel for Mooney
and for the state said they had no arguments to offer In addition to those
presented on the application for the
certificate of probable cause.
Tho court denied the appeal thereupon without comment.
Mooney was sentenced to be hanged
August 23.
.trtfCIAl. eoMMWNOINCI

"ppll-catlo-

'

22.-N-

TO MOftNIN

Washington, July 22. Thn German
hiKh command apparently is making
desperate efforts to hold open the
base, of tho sulleiit between Koissons
ami Rheims until troops far down the
center of the great pocket toward tho
ilarne can bo w;:?i.?ravii.
With
trench anil American troops ham
mering away from tho west and
French, I li ltish ami Italian forces battering at the west flanks of the Ger
man position, It was still far from
certain tonight that tho enemy will
be aide to got his forcos out of the
southern end of the salient without
terrific losses.
Already great numbers of prisoner;
and guns have been taken by the
American and allied forces. The only
'estimate from official sources covering the aggregate captmts by French,
American and Italian troops during
the first two days of the counter
gave 20,000 as the probable
total. There are Indications that the
number cuptured on Sunday might
ho greater, although enemy
withdrawal from the Marno and Chateau
Thierry sectors probably accounted In
somo part for the swlf tin ss of tho advances made during that day. '
Tho situation on tho flanks of the
salient was not so clear tonight.
"
Kniny Js Fighting Ilitnl."
Apparently tho enemy Is fighting
hard to hold his poSMon around O11I- where a railway line
from Fisnies, probably his ch)of advance base and located at tho approximate center. of tho base line of the
salient between Solssons and Rhoims,
has permitted him to assemble conn
siderable forces to resist the
advance. Should the counter-attack
succeed In forcing this position or in breaking through cither
to tho north or south of Oulchy, it Is
indicated that the German defeat
mih'ht bo turned into a disastrous
rout.
If the
forces,
as officers here hope, are able to
break through strong enemy coneen
trations towar I Fisnies itself, disaster
n

.

.,,,

BEEN WIPED OUT

Railroad Line is Broken From One Firm Said to Have Had
an Absolute Monopoly on
Sohsons to Cltautcau Thier
the Business for Years;
ry, Which Hinders Foe in
May Have Supplied Huns,Bringing Up Supplies,

22.

m

HAS

ALLIES CAPTURE 20,000
DOMINATED MARKETS OF
HUNS IN PRESENT DRIVE
WORLD FOR CENTURIES

INTO FIGHTING

tUt MOftNINO JOURNAL RRICIAL Lf ARKB WtRK,

July

IIUL.

Be Able to Large Concerns in U, S, With
Withdraw His Forces With
Ramifications Into South
out Suffering Terrific Loss
America, Mexico and Canada Seized By Palmer,
:s
es, is Washington's View,

Mackensen's
Former They
Accomplish
Nothing,
Chief of Staff is Endeavor-- .
However, Except to Impede
ing to Find some Way to
the' Allied Advance; Crown
Stem Advance of Americans
Prince Appeals for Help,

London,

!

tnemy May Not
T

Von

.

UUII

I

AMERICA

OF MARNE POGKET

-

OPPOSING THE YANKEES

Mill

GERMAN

METAL INDUSTRY

Germans Are Burning Villages Forward Sweep of Americans
Several Miles Behind Their
and French Into Soissons-Rheim- s
Lines; Contemplate Making
Salient Continues;
Another Withdrawal,
Huns Fight Desperately,
MAJOR GENERAL HELL IS

EDITION

Dally by Carrier or Mall, 70o a Moot
Single Copies, M

TO STEM ALLIES'

A

CITY

-

liundit.H Klczo Americans.
Eaglo Pass. Tex.. July 22.

Two
Americans were captured by Mexican
bandits headed by Felipe Muzqulz, it
was learned tod ly. One of the men
Is Naw Malone, forman of Pedra De
Blanca ranch, for whom $5,000 ran
som Is asked, and the other Is Sam
Barksdale, taken at Vaclertda
San
Miguel. Mexican troops aro Dursutnt
the bandits Into the glorra mounUUns.

n

CORRCC

RONOiNCC

TO MORNINO

JOURNAL

Washington, July 22. Gorman con.
trol of the metal Industry in America
has been wiped out by Alien Property
Custodian Palmer in the selsur;f
several of the lsrjres! metal concerns
in tho cnitod State
rt ramifications into South America, Mexico and
Canada.
Mr. Palmer announced today that
ho had taken ovor the business ol L.
Vogolstein & Co. .Inc., of New Yok
City, with assets of more than 19,000,-00and Heer, Sondhelmer & Co.. Iho..
also of New York City, with assets of
upwards of 15,000,000.
In addition, tho custodian has seined
tho enemy-owne- d
Interest in tho
American Metals company, controll
ing some sixteen companies in this
country and South America, 'and
Stallforth & Co., of Now York, dealers
in silver bullion, with capitalization
of i 1,000,000.
F. Stallforth, principal
stockholder In the latter company. Is
Interned at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
,
Dominated World's Markets.
It was revealed that the Boer, Sond
helmer and Vogelsteln companies for
centuries) has dominated the metal
market of the world, and that they
with the American Metals company
controlled moat of the principal metal
and smelting companies of this coui
try, either by complete ownership tol
stock or by representation in the di
rectorates.
, v.
Mr. Talmer's announcement said
that Vogelstoin and Beer, Sondhelmer
companies had endeavored to coVer
tho German ownership of their assets
by an Americanizing
process undertaken after the war began, put that
their ownership was only thinly dis
guised.
These twocompanies are .believed
by Mr. Garvan to have supplied Ger
many with vast quantities of copper
zinc and other necessary war materials after the War began, and their
activity In this respect did not oeass
until after the United States enered
he war.
ii-Made .Mlsreprerieiitatioiix.
The business of Beet, Sondhelmer
& Co. was founded in America
by the
German firm of tho same name, but
the American branch was Incorporated In August, 1915, by Benno ElUn
and Otto Froknknecht, who had operated the branch for the Qermstl
firm and who did not makeiappltca
tion for naturalization papers until
early In last year.
Klkan and Froknknecht claimed
they had bought out the Interests of
the German firm, but Mr. Garvan
earthed wireless messages passing "between the American branch and German company, Indicating that the latter had plaunod the incorporation, ?(
the firm here and that it had not atW
its Intorests.
j
Ludwig VogclBteln, head of the vogelsteln & Co., Is an American citizen,
but for many yoars he had represent
ed In this country the firm of Aaron
Hlrsch and Sons, of Halberstadt, Germany, which did an average business
of about $70,000,000 a year In th
United States, Canada and Mexico.
In December, 1816, Vogelsteln formed
a New York corporation, but the alien
property custodian did not accept his
statement that his agreements with
the German firm ended In April, 1916,
rt
0,

...;,

,

C

TO TAKE

GOVERNMENT

OVER CAPE COD CANAL'
RT

MORNINO JOURNAL

RCIAL LIARtB

WIOR.1

Washington. - July 23. To proteet
the coal supply going Into New Eng
land from southern ports from the
menace of submarines operating off
the New Knglartfl coast, control and
operation of tho Cape Cod canal is t
be taken over by the aovernment.
President Wilson is expected to issue

the formal proclamation tomorrow.
The canat will he operated by the
railroad administration as part of the
administration's canal system. Government operation of this waterway
has been under consideration by the
war, navy and commerce departments
and the railroad administration for
some time, and plans to take It over
have been hastened by the appearance;
Sunday of a submarine off the Mas
; 'f.
sachusetts coast,
PHYSICAL

RiJiES FOR

DRAFTED

1

MEN CHANGED.

WT NORN'NR JOURWJU.

INCIU.

LIA

nr)

.

'

July 22. Physical re
qulrement for drafted men hare been
amended so as to make the minimum
height sixty inches and the minlmuua
weight 110 pounds.
The minimum requirements as tor
height for the regular army remains
s.1 sixty-lir- a
incnes.
Washington,

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, July 23, 1918.
Promoted
STREAMS ALIVE
20,000 PRISONERS

TWO

JESS E 0.

WILSON TO STATE

AMERICA'S PLANS

T

TO AID RUSSIANS
President, is Expected to
nounce .Program Soon;
S. and Allies Expected
Stand by the People,
CBY

MORNIN4 JOURNAL SRSCIAL LSASSO

An-

STi mil

HANG

26,

"J

WITH

JULY

to

WIRE1

.

'

sewelAL

CORRSARONPSNl

I

two-third-

i

one.

T ER

ARE ENDORSED

OEiCRATS

FOCH'S SUCCESS

M

GROW WITH

LATER RETURNS
tV MORNINS JOURNAL RPflCIAL LRABKO WIRf
London, July 22. The correspond
ent of the paily Mail with the Fr,ench
army says there ia reason to believe
that General Foch's success is going
to prove more damaging to the enemy
than hitherto hag been assumed and
that tjie number of prisoners and guns
captured largely exceeds the present
estimates. The "correspondent cites
that one army corps returned their
captured guns as thirty, whereas they
actually numbered eighty, and asserts
that there also Is a great disparity in
the casualties of the enemy and of the
allies. He says the German killed or
wounded are extremely numerous and
that 'in one case virtually the w hole
of one battalion was found dcafl on
the ground In a wood In which they
'

were taking shelter. On tho other
hand, he declares, the French and
American casualties during an attack
were less than half, the number of
prisoners taken.

Try the Want Ad Way
Can't

Help

Jut

Admire Babies
twmrr Woman Casts Loving CWaftt
IM Nestling Cuddled lnU Bonnet,
'

It "is a loir anrl cnmfnrt in know that
the much talked of palm and other din
ld to proceed child
traces that are
bearlns roar he avoided. No woman need
li
will fnrilfy herself
fear discomfort, If
,

rem
with th well known and
erty. Mother's Vciend.
This Is a most .sratefiil, penetrating, ei
tarsal application that at en re snftrns and
makes pilant the abdominal nuisels and
liCSTMBts,
By regular uee the mtiaclm ex
CHUid without the-um(train when baby
Is bora ana pain and danger at the crtals
la eanaeauentlr
lea a.
Women everywhere who hare need thle
famous remedy tall trow they entirely avoid
ed nervousness, twltcblns spells, bearln
down and stretching paint, and relate how
I hey enjoyed entire freedom from tha many
deMIILatingv and alsureastnc
experiences
ueually Incident to approaching motherhood.
Mother's Friend Is recommended only tor
tha relief and eomfort of expectant
mot here, thoaaands of whom have used and
recommend it- - It Is for external uae only,
la absolutely and entirely sua ajd von'
, .
.
rtetruiir- - effective.
Re relator Co. C tie,
( Writs the Bredfleld
"Jfotlr-rhood
Ga..
for their
Ijraar Bids, Atlanta.
Book." so .valuable to expectant
In
mothers, and
tha meantime obtain
bottle of Mother's Friend from tha flrurslet
joday sad thus torUIjr yourMlf against pals
vwvviwituto
,t
,,, .
ji

.
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'

pop-cor-

n
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LANDING IS PROBLEM

The following messages remain undelivered at the office of the Western
I'nlon Telegraph Company because of
Press CornsMintlrni.)
Insufficient address: W. It. Mills,
London, Juno lift. "It would be Mrs. Lola B.
Grimm, Librado
very easy for any English airplane
Juan C. Uallegos, Warner Gibmanufacturer to produce a machine son, Domasa
Nevares, P. J. Maloney,
which could make better than 250 C. P.
Bliss
miles an hour," declared Captain W. M. B. Edwards, Jack Wheeler,
Connell and Mrs. Job.
G. Aston, one of the leading Knglish
experts on air mechanics, Here tho
other day.
"This could be accomplished," he
explained, "by merely altering the cur- vature, or camber, of tho planes. But
this would mean a minimum landing
speed of Hbout lCO miles an hour, and
there is the great difficulty. Tho machine would be unquestionably
but its successful landing would
require an aerodrome five or six miles
long, to say nothing of extraordinary
YOUR
skill on the part of the pilot."
IN

SPEEDY AIRPLANES

(oHt(l

Vllla-pand-

o,

e,
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STRIKING EMPLOYES
TO RETURN

TO WORK

tmr MORNINA JOURNAL SRSCIAL I.BASfO

WIRC1

Springfield, Mass., July 22. The
striking employes of the Smith & Wesson Co. today voted to return to work
tomorrow morning, pending decision
on the points at issue.
A large percentage of the employes
have been out since July 12 to enforce
demands for a wage Increase and Imy
proved working conditions. The
is engaged on government contracts, unn-us- u
Mmu,m.X-4A- -'
ram-pan-

TAKEN BY ALLIES
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Please Try Dodson's Liver Tone

'

f

MORNINV
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If you have a skin troublo that is
distressing you, do not let another
day pssg without using Poslam.
It possesses healing energy in the
most active and most concentrated
form.
It is the direct remedy for
Itching ebi!. affections particularly
stubborn
and virulent cases of
Hcsemn. It acts like pacifying, ba1n,
brirging grateful and lasting relief.
Sold every whcie. For free sanple
write to Emergency Laboratories, L'lJJ
West .;ith St., New York City.
Urge your skin to become fresher,
clearer, better by the dally use ,of
ro3lam Soap, medicated with Fo3ia-,,-

i

(Son.

am sincere I My medicine does not upset liver
and towels so you lose a day 's work,

MMRSJ

Washington, July 22. Official reports from General IVrshing confirm
the crossing of tho Mi'unc by allied
troops, Secretary Baker said today,
and also tho occupation of considerable territory poith
of Chateau-ThierrDetails of tho operations,
however, are lacking.
Mr. Baker said official advices con
firmed the fact that
ho
railroa had been
cut and General March, chief of staff,
supplemented his statement by adding
that tho allied forces were on the line
at several points. The effect of this
upon the German forces further south
was apparent, Mr. Baker continued,
in their prompt withdrawal from the
Chateau-Thierrand Manic sectors
when their cheif slipply lines were
severed.
.
For the last two days, Mr. Biuker
added, the reports he has received
Invariably have been favorable to the
allies.
"There have been no substantial
recent additions to tho number of

1

i

I
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Jomez Springs, X. M.. July 22.
Dr. Yoiinc of El I'aso. A. V. l.ee of
Helen, Julius Seligman of Bernalillo
and Russell Kdisur. son of Mr. and
Mrs. K. It. Kdgar of Albuipioriiue, all
guests of Hotel Clay hero, spent Sunday on the Guadalupe trout fishing.
They, returned to the hotel in tho
evening l.rincing in 22(1 trout, some
inches
(measuring twelve io fifteen
and other smaller. The fishermen
all pronounce the sport excellent and
all claim the Guadalupe stream is
(practically alive with trout, very few
persons bavins fished, in this stream
during the summer. Everyone at the
hotel has the fever, and parties are
organized every day to go out and
tiring in fish. Ir. Young and wife,
Siegfried Seligman and (laughter, Louis
Roscnhach, .1. E. I'.l'nn and Ollie
Neatson, Jr., left for the Kan Antonio
stream this morning. Charles II.
Clay, proprietor nf Hotel Clay, accompanied tho Sunday fbhing party with
two Indian boys, who acted as guides.
Mr. and Mra. Alfred Grunsfeld, Mr.
and Mrs. Berlhold Spitz and Charles
S. White while at (hp springs were
domiciled at Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Block's; also Siegfried and Julius Seligman, proprietors of Hie liernalillo
Mercantile company are at Block's.
Oscar tlriego ami wife and Mrs. Albert Ruiz of Gallup arc at the springs.
J. E. Blinn, Alhiiiiir.r(ii:s diuggist;
G. Del Erato and Tuny Domenicl, also
of Albuquerque aie hero for a few
days.
C. A. Potel, ;i merchant of Miami,
Ariz., is stoppiiur at (he springs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Lee of Belen
and Miss Sadie l!ae nf Alamosa, Colo
are hero for a few days.
N. G. McCrodcn, bookkeeper
for
Grunsfeld Bros., and wire, accompanied by Leo Lonaguido and family,
arrived early this morning bringing
good news about the war.
Two patriotic citizens at the springs,
.1. B. Block
and Charles II. Clay,
moved among the cuests at tho
springs this morning nnd rollccted a
good sum for the Salvation Army.
responded
liberally, only
Everyone
two or three giving less than ?5.
J. A. Smith, the pioneer hunter and
AND TYNAN
trapper, in fact the pathfinder of the
Jemez mountains, died last Friday
and was buried
Saturday morning.
religious nor a member of a
BY Neither
church, a few days before he died he
sent for a Catholic priest and cor..
"Mossed the faith of that church. Father
Albert of the Jemez pueblo conducted
tho funeral services and spoke feelCOLO
ingly of the old pioneer. The deceased was a few months past 81 years old
and came to New Mexico from Sliaw- neetown, III., in ISHO. For over forty
WTR
LSASSO
IBV MORNLMO JCURNAL ARICIAL
lie lived in the Jenoz mountains,
years
22.
Gov. Julius
Denver, Colo.. July
and trapping wild animals,
hunting
Hunter anil Thomas J. Tynan, selling their skins
to traders. He war:
en
were
warden of the state prison,
discoverer of tho Sulphur hot
the
on
at
the ballot
dorsed for positions
springs.
the primary election in September as
candidates for the democratic nomi
nation for governor. Governor Gun- - POST EXCHANGE AT
ter received 722H votes and Tynan
KEARNYBUSY PLACE
(received 158 votes. Judge Harry S.
lass of Brighton, who received 65 Mi
BY MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED W1RB1
votes, was not endorsed as a gubera-toriCamp Kearny, Pan Diego, Caljf.,
candidates, 96 votes being reJuly 22. "Take a political headquarquired for an endorsement.
ters on election night," was the way
on! man described the rush In tho div
KAISER LOOKING FOR
ision exchange here one payday night
NEW NATIONAL HYMN recently. Virtually all the soldiers had
some money they wanted to spend,
and tho day's business. In the ex(Aaaoclnlrd Trrss OorrMpnmlMW.)
Amsterdam, June -. Germany's change ran well intra the thousands of
emperor is still seeking a suitable dollars.
The soldiers were packed around
"National Anthem." German officials
have decided hat the music of "lleil the soda fountain four or five deep,
Itir im Slcgcskranz" ("Hail to Thee in W'aiting lo receive their orders. All
be about the exchange were parties of
should
tile Victor's Crown")
changed bi It is the panic as the tune two or three, eating sundaes and
to which "God Save the King" is sung drinking soda waler. Tho
or else that an entirely new hymn machine wax a favorite spot, nnd
from many feet around the building
should be substituted.
were scattered groups of soldiers eatA comittee of prominent Germans
smell of
was formed and poeU and musicians ing buttered
was discernible a long
throughout Gcrmuny were requested this confection
ways from tho exchange.
to compete In the national air conTobacco, soap, and edibles, with
test. More than 3, "00 pieces were submitted, some of them hejng sent fu- small uniform or equipment supplies,
tile emperor himself, but no fit hymn mnde up the bulk of the purchases.
has an yet been found.
Recently the poets and musicians
were asked to try again.
UNDELIVERED
MESSAGES
Tor-reo-

patches,
President Wilson has been conducting the negotiations practically In
bis undiperson, giving them alm-.s- t
to
vided attention. Ills
nee a democracy preserved for the
Russian people has been unaltered by
any of the difficulties which have
made the task of finding a way to ox
lend aid to thcin a most discouraging

3 r

If. L. Kosrfl.
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Ugh! Calomel Sickens; Salivates!

Tou're bilious! Tour liver is slug-- 1
eish! You feel lazy, dizzy and all
knocked out. Your head is dull, your
tongue is coated; breath bad; stomach
sour and bowels constipated. But don't
take salivating calomel. It makes you
sick; you may lose a day's worlC.
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones.
Calomel crashes into sour bile like
dynamite, breaking it up. That's whenyou fetl that awful nausea and cramping.
if you want to enjoy me nicest,
gentlest liver and bowel cleansing you
ever experienced Just take a spoonful
of harmless Podson s Liver Tone tonight. Your druggist or dealer sells
you a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone
for a few cents under my personal

y.

Washington, July 22. Plans of the
Vnlted States for participation in the
expedition to give military aid to Rus-si- a
are expected to be announced in
a public statement by President Wilson very soon, probably the first of
the wsolc
Texas family.
The statement. It Is understood, will prominent
be of a very explicit nature, be side
making clear the means of the aid to REVOLUTIONISTS PUT
be extended, it will say that the Unit
TO WORKON ESTATE
ed States has only unselfish motives,
and intends to stand firmly beside the
t ANMietiiTed Press Correapomlenee.)
Russian roople in their
fight for
Chihuahua City, Mexico, July 22.
democracy. The sending of economic
com
aid also win e announced in the leneral Francisco Murguin,
president's statement, but the per- mander of the northeastern military
sonnel rf tlio commission probably zone has started an agricultural colwill not be.
ony on the great estates north of this
from
Plans for the military expedition to ity which were confiscated
be conducted
jointly l'iy Ihe lTnited General Luis Terras by (.leneral Villa
States und Japan, with limit Britain n 19111. (leneral Terrazas was the
and France, it is understood, lo not most wealthy land owner In Mexico,
n
at this time contemplate the
owning fifteen ranches, about
of the slate of Chihuahua, es
of the eastern front an a) bat-ti- e
line to draw Herman troops from timated at r,, (inn, 000
Yhon Villa was at the zenith of
the west.
lis power (leneral Terrazas fled to
Object of I 'xpi'diltnii.
The object of the ex I edit' on. as the t'nlted States and ilia decreed
they will be outlined i:i detail In ('res- the seizure and confiscation nf bis
ident Wilson's statement which be property, at the same time holding
Is personally preparing, w II he to proGeneral Terrazas' son, Luis, Jr., pris
tect American interests, the interests oner and demanding a ransom of
in
of the Russian people themselves
$50,000. While In the Jail in Chihua
their fight for democracy, and for the hua City, the son was subjected to tor
safeguarding of vast supplies which ture to compel him to reveal the place
wiU be sent to Russia as part of the n which Villa believed tho Terrnzas
program of economic aid.
family had concealed JTiOO.OOO. Luis
The president's statement wi.11 be Terrazas, Jr., escaped to tho (.'niten
the official announcement to the States and soon afterward died in Los
world of the decisions
which have Angeles.
been referred in recent news, disGeneral Murgiila has established
patches from Tokio and London. No himself at Moltnar station on the
official announcements have been Mexican Central railway and Jiaf
made before, it is understood because
from the south a train-loa- d
the United States has been awaiting brought
revolutionists and other
former
of
official word from Toklo of thq ac- undesirables from Zacatecas and
n
ceptance of its proposals Vhich are
to
work on
them
.has
and
put
Understood to' differ somewhat from
They are plowing a tract
those advanced by Great Britain and tho land. acres
and a big crop is ex
France. So far a.i could bo learned of 100,000
do not join Villa the
ho communications from Japan had pected if they
arrived today but they have been, fore- next time his band passes near the
cast in the Associated
Piter dis- colony.
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Four Fishermen Make Catch
of 266 Trout in Day's Sport
at Resort: Parties Contin
ually Formed for Trips,

V.lR.t
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Starr
fantn Fc. July 22. Jesse
miust hang on July 2G for the murder
of Sheriff Dwight .Stephens of Luna
lis fate was sealed
county.
today
when Governor Lindsoy refused to
commute his sentence, after a. thorough Investigation and a visit to the
scene of the shooting. The governor
found no extenuating circumstances.
Strong pressure was brought to bear
on Governor I.indsey to save Starr's
dlfe, petitioners Including many prominent citizens of Dona Ana county and
of
the governor and
Texas, Starr being a member of a

rocon-structio-

s"
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guarantee
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spoonful will clean your sluggish liver
better than a dose of nastv calomel
and that it won't make you sick.
Dodson's Liver Tone is real liver
medicine. You'll know It jiext morning
because you will wake up feeling fine,
your Jivor will be working, your headache and dizziness gone, your stomach
will be sweet, and your bowels regular.
You- will feci like working; you'll ba
cheerful; full of vigor and ambition.
Dodson's Liver Tone is entirely vegenot
table, therefore harmless and can Milsalivate. Give it to your children.
f people are ' using Dodson's;
lions
Liver Tone instead of dangerous calomel now. Your druggist will tell you
that the sale of calomel ia almost
stopped entirely bera.

y
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prisoners taken," the secretary continued, "nor any exact estimate of tha
war material captured. It Is quite
a.
r
clear, however, that large quantities
of war materials have fallen into our
hands."
Mr. Baker said the highest estimate
ho had received through any official
it
x
tNta
v
J
source of tho aggregate number of
ii prisoners taken by French, American
or Italian troops in the) present operations was 20,000. That figure came
from French general headquarters
GKN. ClUiliM'i; C. W1IJJAMS.
early last Saturday, ho said, and repbeen
General
has
Rogers
Brigadier
resented
only Friday's oper
to major general
and ations, probably i
promoted
named quartermaster general of fhe
"We have had nothing official on
army. Brigadier General Williams
la appointed chief ot crdnancs, also our losses either In men or of any
with the rank of major general.
kind," Mr. Baker said.
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MAY

CAUGHT

BE

IN TRAP
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from Ppik

(Continued

One.)

from PagejOne)
a purpose to stand and give battle
with the ultimate aim of holding or
n
beating back tho
(Continued

would threaten the whole German po
ntion south of this place.
... linker's View of Situation.

Franco-America-

position of the Amcri troops.
can forces, Secretary Huker had this
Allies Have Vppcr Hand.
to say today:
j
That tho Germans now realize to
"Tho general effect of the news of the full that the allies have the upper
last night and this morning is to show hand in the battle seems apparent
very stilintantia! gains of territory from reports that they are burning
bolh in the Chateau Thierry salient
villages behind them in their retreat
and farther cast. The exact location and destroying large quantities ol
of the lino changes from time to time; munitions and war matorlols throughbut for two days has changed favora- out the entire salient which they have
bly with every change,
found it Impossible to move, owing
"There has been no recent substan- to
the rapid strides ot the allies. Uig
tial addition to the number of prison
now are throwing shells far he
guns
ers, and no exact estimate of war ma hind the lines
searching out the entire
terial captured; but it stems quite
allied airships are
while
countryside,
clear that large quantities of war macolumns with
the
retreating
raiding
terial have been taken. As operations
fire.
machine
gun
are still very aclive we cannot look for
Tho efforts of tho Germans to re
definite deta ils.
forces
the
tnnl
"I havo hail cslunales, of course;
rlv heavv Monday in
as to the number .of prisoners. They
l.ie.u-S- t
are mero estimates.. I have, had offi- the ii'L'ions of Grisolles and
Germain, respectively northwest and
cial intimates of 20,000 prisoners.
and to the
"The inference drawn this morning north of Chateau-Thierrwhere the
of 17,0(10
and &60 guns as ,.,,ut p chateau-Thierr- y
are gA'ing battle. "On all
raptured by tho Americans was an er- Americans
further
roneous inference from the American three sectors the) enemy lostChateau-Thierry
I think General 1'ershing ground, and his forces in the
dispatch.
meant tho allies riLMter than the
pocket were therefore placed
American forces had captured that In greater jeopardy.
Sends Out Distress Call.
number of prisoners.
his
Realising the sdrlousness . ofcrown
Nothing Official on losses.
the Gerinan
"Wo have nothing official on our predicament,
losses, of any kind.
prince is said to have sent out distress
The railroad lino is certainly broken signals to his cousin, Crown Princ
from Soissons to Chateau Thierry. Uupprecht of Havaria, whose men are
their facing the Hrltish in France and
This
Iho Germans-o- f
main reliance 'in the matter of sup Flanders. Kupprecbt dispatched, sev'
plies."
eral divisions of reserves. To offset
It was loiiight evident (he Germans this Field Marshal Ilaig immediately
have hurried largo forces or reserves detached an equal number of divboth from the north and south to keep isions of picked Hrltlsh troops from
may prove a Pleardy and moved them into the
open the salierrK-iadlic- h
death trap to a largo section of their battle area southwest of Rhelms.'
comarmy. II ia noticeable General Koch
The latest German official
has been satisfied to post his forces munication says in Sunday's fighting
on Hie heights overlooking BoIksojis, between the Alsne and the Marne
and has no attempted to take it.
with the Gercomplete success rested
'
Keporls indicated tonight that with- man arms.
he
reserves
from
drawals of German
In Franco and Flanders the Britlerriloiy east of lthelms bad brought ish continue to harass the German
'prompt action by General Gouraud, lines with small attacks and raiding
the French commander, who has won
while the Italians nrs
back all ground gained by tho Ger operations,
their
pressure against the
up
keeping
:
iiian.-- in the assault launched Just
both in the Italian theater
week nan. Possibly his advance is Austrians
Albania. In tho latter region
the forerunner of an attack in that and in
been gained
direction designed to force tho Ger considerable ground has
mans to return their reserves cast along tin Devoll river.
ward, thus weakening their flanks in
the Aisne salient.
ROOSEVELT NOT TO
Just where tho Germans plan to
RUN FOR GOVERNOR
make a stand Is not clear.
It seems evident from the language
ot tonight's statement, from Berlin
MORNINS JOURNAL SRSCtRL LSASSO WIRI1
that Ihiy hope to check the allied
Oyster Bay. N. Y., July 22.
forces as soon as they havo fluttened
a
Theodore Roosevelt
issued
out their line nifficicntly to protect statement tonight In which he, detheir flanks.
clared that under no circumstances
would be- accept tho republican nomination for governor of New York.
The former president made his anAIRPLANE ACCIDENTS
nouncement when he Bent a telegram,
to Attorney General Morton Iewls at
AT TRAINING GAMPS Albany In reply to a message which
Mr. Lewis sent several days ago, offering to withdraw If the colonel
laraciAL coRRaaroNoaNCS TO mornino journal!
Fort Worth. Tex.. July 22. Lieut. would accept. Colonel Roosevelt did
Dona hi II. Charlton of Sulphur not rofer to prohibition , or woman
Springs, ()., and Lieut, lval Eugene stiff rage, nor did he propose a can
,
N. Y., didate. In the messago ho" said:
Clnneiholm of Schenectady,
were Inslantlv killed at Tulinferro
"My work Is for the men who are
field here today when tholr airplane fighting in this war. My mind dwells
n the problems of the
,
fell in a tailspin. ,
continually
war, on the international problems of
can
Articles left in an automobile
the peace which Is close and Justify
be fastened to a recently patented the, and on the tremendous problems
chain, which rings an alarm boll if we shall face after the war."
a thief should try to take them.
Sour Stomach and Delelilng.
Cnrcd.
"When I began taking ChamberDiarrhoea Qnlok
"I have been in the practice of lain's Tablets three years ago I was
medicine foriforty years." writes Dr. troubled most of the time with belchI also had
D. A. Post. Barnwell. 6. C. "I came ing and sour stomach.
This
to this place last March, having; pur headache and constipation.'what
was
Just
miles
from
ten
my
system
chased a plantation
remedy
here, am preparing to move onto it needed. It strengthened my digestion
and shall practice there. I find diar- and restore me to my former good
Mrs. A.. D. Smith,
health," write
rhoea prevalent, in fact became
i
Jordan, N. Y.
myself, saw a, notice of Chan
berlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy.
OUTDftl
is
retulU
Went
good-44l
a
it
bought BiaaU bojtlfl asd
As to tho

Franco-America-

n

y,

s

Col-on-

'

trtg

Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.
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The army
Washington, July 22.
casualty list Issued today shows:
Killed in action 9; died of wounds
14;. died of disease 7; died of acci
dent and other causes 2; wounded se
verely 12; missing In action Hi; pris
oners 1; total
l.ieutenanct Leonard Hosklns, 620
Washington Avenue, East Las eVgus,
New Mexico, was killed In action.
The list:
Killed In Action.
Lieutenant Leonard C. Hoskins,
620 Washington Ave., East Las Vegas,
N. M.; Privates George Koblmeler,
Joseph Maciejewskl,
Linn, Kans,;
Berlin, Wis.; John Nowatny,
Wis.; Cecil B. Perry, Dublin,
Ga.; Stanley Stevens, Bauette Lose,
Sullivan, New York
N. Y.: Patrick
N.
City; Marvin D. Teague, Gastonia,
J.
Verkoukas,
piamarion,
C; George
Greece.
'
Died of Wounds.
Corporal John J. Bergman, Bancroft, Iowa; Herman, 11. Laughlin,
Yam Hill, Ore; Cook George S. Alberts, Brooklyn; Privates Louis F.
Beckerle, St. Louis; Domenico Blotto, Philadelphia; Hurrnan F. Docring,
Sheboygan, Wis.; Eggl Ganski, Chicago; Jose E. Hadflcld, Bristol, II. I.:
Clarence M. Hickman, Flatwood, W.
Va.; Leo A. Murphy, Sayrc, Pa.; ,Jay
Rugg, Casselton, N. D.; Reese D.
Edward S.
Ky.;
Sparks, Gimlet,
Zyporskl, Depew, N. Y.; Thomas

Phone
NAVY
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RECRUITING
BRJSKJN IRELAND

(Asaocliited Press Correspondence.)

Dublin, Juno 23. IJeutenant Percy
director of naval recruiting in

Ire-lan- d,

declares that recruiting for tho
British navy was never more brisk in
Ireland than It is at present. There
are Irishmen in every department
from the admirals down, and the recruiters in the towns and villages
throughout Ireland are always warmly welcomed.

Dublin has Just given a cordial send
off to a number of recruits of tha
Trawler section of the royal naval reserve. This branch appoals particiw
larly to Irish fisher boys who have
experienced in tho past few months
around tho Irish coasts the cruelty
with which tho German submarine
campaign is conducted.
The recruits paraded the streets of.
Dublin accompanied by bluejackets
and marines and the band of the
Berkshire regiment. Among' the inscriptions on the banners in the pro.
cession were:
"The Germans arfe sinking Irish
ships and murdering Irishmen. Join
B:ast Rutherford, N. J.
us and avenge these crimes."
, J Hud of Discuso.
"We are Beatty's boys, brother
Corporal Merlo M, Hutchinson, Irishmen, come along."
l.
Partlesvilc, Okla.; Privates John S.
Joseph F.
Cooper, Cassvllle, Mo.;
SANTA FEANS VOLUNTEER
Foohey, ollboken, N. J.: John McCuo
Columbus, Ohio; cKnt Odell, Buena FOR
OVERSEAJT' SERVICE
Vista, Ark.; Albert N. Rex. PhilaYork
New
David
Schwartz,
delphia;
tSRBCIAL CORRBSRONnSNCS TO MORNtwO JOURNAL!
City.
.Santi- r- Fc,
July 22. Charles S.
Causes.
Died From AcHdont and Oilier
Rawles, Santa Fe artist who served
Privates Paul G. Monte, Heidelberg with the army on the Mexican border,
Pa.; Byron E. Stone, Shrewsberry, has volunteered for Y. M. C. A. servM;ss-.Isaac Thomas, Now York City. ice overseas 'n response to the call
by Col. Ralph K. Twltchell for
The highest tide In the world Is in fifty volunteers in New Mexico. A.
Bay ,of Fundy. between Nova Scotia K. P. Robinson, another veteran of
and New Brunswick. The tide there the Mexican border campaign, now
has
sometimes rises to the height of employed in the postoffice - here,
"
seventy-on- o
also volunteered.
feet."
Vil-lot- o,

;
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TEUTONS EFFORTS
TO STEM ALLIES'
OF MARNE POCKET
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GOVERNMENT

FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

II: BOAT

ni

makes a broken-hearteSUNDAY CLASSED
confession to
AT THE THEATERS TODAY.
r
"Nan of Music Moun- tier father and is banished from the
"B"
tain," a story of western life featur- house. Subsequently rhe dies, leaving
ing Wallace Iteid, the popular star a baby girl behind hov.
with Ceraldlne
The rest of the picture concerns the
1 who has appeared
AS
S
career
infant daughter, grown
F arrnr in some of her wonderful
ays,
also a one-re"Weekly to womanhoiTU, and her unequal fight
Events."
against the stigma of lier birth. From
Dark.
'ry.mil OiM'ra House
oiphun Ufylum to farm indenture, sha.1
Pnstiiue Theater "Shame," a seven ut length meets and loves the son of
EmU.
With
S,
Competition
physiilan who was present at Object Was to Excite Pa- part drama featurning JSena Keefe. the
a
of
wonderful
with
Indictment
her
deathbed.
a
fathers
play
eifists to Renew Activities
ployment Service By Private
society and the world; also a two-reConcerns for Laborers Will
Keystone comedy, "Newspaper AC THE I.YRIC.
to End War, is Belief; Poor
Grace Darmoml, one of photoplay's
Clippings."
Not be Permitted n Country Lyric Theater Repeating Earlo Wil- youngest and most beautiful stars,
Bolnbs Are to Be Probed,
liams and Grace Darmoml in "The enjoys the reputation cif lieing one of
feathe smartest gowned women in mov
Girl in His House," a five-reII. W. Lewis, of San Antonio, Tox., ture, with a one-relug pictures. In deed" it was her ability
(V MORNINA JOURNAL BSSCIAl LtASKO WIIIK1
comedy.
disto dress smartly that opened the way
Boston, 'Mass., July 2:'. An investisuperintendent of the Eleventh
to screen stardom win n us a school gation was started todav to determine
trict, United States Employment ser- AT THE PASTIME.
The element of patriotism, the ex- girl she visited a studio, ami so im whv bombs carried
vice; Federal State Director D. A.
ly nnvnl aviators
pressed the director, that he offered failed to explode when
Macpherson; J. H. Wagner, federal cellent acting, direction ami photodmpned on or
state director of the public reserve graphy are the chief points of inter- her a position on the spot.
about the German submarine which
ana J. O. Miller, state farm help est in the production of "Shame," by
after
Joining
itagraph shortly
attacked the tug Perth Amboy and
completing her education, her charm her
specialist; met here yesterday after- General Film company.
bargysoff Cape t'od yesterday.
The treatment accorded by the and dramatic ability won her quick
noon to complete the organization for
at the headtiuarters of the
Experts
on
common
advancement.
She
of
to
a
has
labor
those
world
in
their
most
who,
the placement
appeal- first naval district here said the
obeying
as
role
the
in
other
insti"The
in
with
and
the
Girl
His
girl
work
ing
employers natural instincts, disregard
war
bombs were provided to the different
employing more than 100 men. The tution of marriage, furnishes "Shame"' House," the Vitagruph Blue Ribbon naval districts with the explicit
g
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conFeature
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1,
effective
Williams
alone
a
not
become
which
and
theme
starring
August
plans will
that the mechanism must not
which
is
the
at
attraction
the
of
its
for
the public spicuous
dramatic opportuniLyric be overhauled or any effort 'made to
The state directors
enlarged in New Mexico and other ties, but timely in the parallel it today.
improve it. It was reported that some
of
orders.
the
states where It can care for all
draws with the present order
of the aviators had said that some
"B."
ATJTHE
hTe state directors of the public day.
In his latest Paramount picture, of the bombs had failed in tests.
And, In this respect. If not other,
service reserve (an army of the deSnoneer S. Wood,
Rear Admiral
"Nan
of Muiic Mountain," which is to
partment of labor )will soon form the production of "Shnie" is notable
the district, refused to
commanding
"13"
the
at
Wal
theater
a
appear
for
in that it Institutes a plea
today,
on the renort
community labor boards, which probthat the
lace Keid plays the part of Henry de comment
bombs dropped by the airmen yesterably will be divided according to greater tolerance toward illegitimate
a
"westerner.
The
young
story
counties. Each of the boards will be births, a tolerance which, owing to the Spain,
In
"duds."
were
regard to the
is deals with his adventures in cleaning days
composed of three men. The first, unusual condition of the times,
he said:
up a gang of outlaws and thieves, and attack,
cori-ei'reasonably warranted.
who will act as chairman will repreto
want
the
"I
"The story opens at the outbreak Incidentally, his quest to avenge the given currency by certain impression
sent the U. S. Employment service;
published
of his father. There Is a very
murder
n
,vvhen
of
the
emelected
be
will
second
the
by
love story, with the daugh stories that the Chatham aircraft were
.Jiis
fascinnting
leaves
McDavitt,
John
Mary
be"
Gray
will
of
labor and the third
late or not otherwise promptly 'on
ployers
sweetheart, to go to Cuba as a volun- ter of the worst thief in the gang as the Job.' Such stories I know to be
a representative of employes.
his fiancee. The way these two alone,
weeks
learns
The
and
pass
teer.
Mary
be
boards
will
The duties of these
misrepresentation of the facts. They
after de Spain has ut last won the awere
there and dropped two bombs,
to fairly and equitably distribute la- thut she is to become a mother. So
make
the
love,
"gang"
reform,
she
girl's
that
may
for
she
Cuba,
departs
bor and farm help in their own and
and find a way to commence their the explosion ot either one of which
sweetbut
her
he
married,
properly
other districts. The board will work
the might have been effective in destroyn the day she arrives Klives together without any of
similar to the draft board or food ad- heart is shot
feuds or robberies, makes ing the hostile craft.
be
can
before
dies
the
and
ceremony
"The whole occurrence from n
ministration. Those in charge of the
Returning home, she a vivid and unusual photoplay.
strategic point of view Impresses me
employment service here announce performed.
of little short of ridiculous.
I gave
that in some districts, particularly in
the east, there is a shortage of labor,
cd violence. In spite of his heavy de- the Germans credit for having 'more
us for example New Jersey, where
feats im JuK- I'd. tho piipmv hrtn?- - sense than to waste eood ammunition
1)0,000 men are needed. Other por
hie Into action fresh divisions and on a couple of scows worth hardly
STATEMENTS
OFFICIAL
more than the ammunition that sank
tions have plenty of workers and .have
tanks, which had been newly brought them, and believe
the whole
contributed virtually nothiijg to the
up, aguln advanced to violent attacks ance was due to a desire to perform
impress
country's needs in the labor line.
our line. His assaults broke the American
against
with the nearness
The private concerns will not bo
down, and prisoners confirm heavy of the Oermnnpublic
operations and to ex
allowed to bid against the government
losses.
cite pacifists, whom they think so
employment service to obtain help.
resulted
MOHNINO
"Yesterday's fighting again
JOURNAL SPECIAL LBITP WINI
(V
numerous In this country, to renewed
Manufacturers and employers who
n
In a complete success for the German
22.
June
Washington,
activities to end the war. It was
with the governfall to
southadarms.
Aisne
and
the
Between
troops continuing their
more or less In the nature of a 'circus
ment employment service will be re- vance south of the
mornin
the
river, west cf Hartennea
early
stunt' done also to impress the tier
ported to the War Priority board. crossed the
ing the strongest drum fire preceded man people with the idea that the
will
refusal
second
n
their
Clig-nothey
Upon
road between the Ourcq and the
enemy Infantry attacks. Southwest of submarine warfare in being carried to
be denied the right to purchase supSunday night, General Pershing Soissons and southwest of Hartennes the very shores of America and that
shut
will
which
automatically
plies,
these attacks broke down In front of 'the campaign of f rightfulness is be
reported In today's communique,
up their business and throw out of
The towns of Bezu, Epieds and our lines.
ing waged relentlessly."
to
refused
who
men
work the
Charteves have been occupied by the
"North of Villemantoiro some of
No
reports from the subThe men employed will be allied troops. American troops also the enemy pushed forward tempor- marinefurther
were received today although
emthe
work
have crossed the Maine and occupied arily over the
through
given other
si vigilant watch was kept along the
towns on the north side, which, the
ployment Bervice.
road. Our counter attack complete- 'coast, by naval patrol boats and hydro- The official statement regarding communique says, hud been hastily ly threw them back again.
airplanes.
evacuated by the Germans.
this practice follows:
"Villemontoire and Tigny were also
'Non-windustries must not ofThe text of the communique, which foci of a battle which our counter atTI C.
fer superior inducements to obtain was received by the war department tack brought to a favorable conclu
IS TOVi:i INTO POUT
labor. The following five classes of tonight, follows:
sion,
"Section A Yesterday evening our
Vine Yard Haven, Mass., Julv 22.
labor need not at the present time be
"In the evening renewed enemy atd
troops continuing their advance in co tacks southwest of Soissons were The
recruited through the U. S. employtug Perth Amboy,
ment service, although, of course, operation with the French, south of checked at the starting point. Where victim of the attack bv a German
crossed the Sois3ons-Ch- a
the machinery of the employment
were carried out at all they broke 'submarine off N'auset Harbor yester
teau Thierry road between the Ourcq they
day, was towed into this port for reservice is available to all employers
down with heavy losses.
and the Clignon and passed through
needing these classes:
both sides of the Ourcq river pairs today. Other vessels In the har"On
the towns of Bezu, Epieds and Char in the forenoon the enemy frequently! bor saluted Captain Tapley and his
Class 1 Labor Which is not directteves. Other American units have
ly nor indirectly solicited.
in vain, advanced against our ship with prolonged blowing of whis
cross the Marnc from positions south but
and the sounding of gongs.
Class 2 Labor for railroads.
lines.
After brlfming up fresh forces tlesLittle
in so far as the director general of the river and have occupied towns, he returned to the attack in the afdamage was done to the tug
of railroads has 'already or may in the condition of which shows that the ternoon. After heavy fighting the en- below the water line and her engine
the future require that recruiting army abandoned them in treat haste." emy's assault on both shies of Oulchy-L- e Is in good tinier. The upper struc
however, was badly burned and,
shall be exclusively through the Uniby our ture,
'Chateau was defeated
riddled by shells from the deck guns
ted States employment service.)
attacks.'
counter
of tho submarine.
Class 3 Farm labor: To be recruit"North and northeast of Chateau-Thierr- y
'V MORNINa JOURNAL RMCIAL LIACKO WISC
ed in accordance with the existing
had
which
our detachments
Paris, July .22. Heavy German been left In the forefield hindered the BRITISH AVIATORS
arrangements with the department of counter-attacks
launched
the
for
purof the enemy to our new
agriculture.
RAIN BOMBS ON HUNS
pose of checking the progress of the approach
work.
Class 4 Labor for non-wwas not until evening that he
lines.
It
the succeeded in launching strong attacks
Class 5 Labor for establishments allies between the Marne and
my MORNINa journal spicial
wish
the maximum force of which does Ourcq today were without avail, Ac- here, which broke down with heavy
London, July 22. A supplementary
cording to the war office announce- losses to the enemy.
not exceed 100 employes.
statement
issued by the air1 ministry
According to Ifr. Lewis this Plan ment tonight, and the French and
"There has been artilery activity on
says:
will virtually do away with all private British made further advances in the the Marne front. Between the Marnc tonight
"Our low flying
attacked
of La Croix and Grisolles, as
employment bureaus. No opposition region
and the Ardre the British and French and hit five trains, airplanes
..bringing them to
to the government's employment ser- well as northeast of Mont St. Pere.
these were a
their
attacks;
continued
standstill. Searchlights and anrU
The statement says:
vice will be brooked. Under the new
repulsed.
aircraft guns were attacked with
"During the course of the flay the sanguinarily
successful attack was made on bombs and machine gun fire. All our
"A
ruling employers of labor must ob- Germans
attempted by powerful
tain their help through the govern- ttacks
the enemy's lines near the Ancre rlv. machines returned.
to check our progress
ment service and private employment
er."
"On the 22nd. Instant the important
Marne
the
The
and
the
Ourcq.
bureaus may no longer ship men as
n
powder factory at Rottweil
troops resisted all
was previously permitted.
was attacked. A direct hit
these assaults and increased- their
was obtained on one of the big sheds
gains, advancing beyond the heights
Reds Sell P:tchci
and as a result several other sheds
east of La Croix and Grisolles, taking
tV MORNINa JOURNAL RPtCIAL UIAD WISH
Cincinnati, O., July 22. Pitcher
Rome, July 22. The official com.; In the vicinity blew up. A fire broke
Fred Toncy was today sold by the the village of Epides and gaining
munlcation issued by the war office out which could be seen from a disCincinnati Nationals to the New York ground northeast of Mont St. Pere.
"Between the Marne and Rheims today follows:
tance of sixty miles. All our machines
Nationals for a;ash consideration, it
"In the region of Tonale, in the returned safely."
was announced at the Cincinnati Na- there was still fighting which gained
new Piave
tional headquarters. Tonev at once no result for the enemy. We main- Brenta valley and on the was
effecttained our lines in the Courton wood hostile artillery activity
lllis Joins .Marine Coriw.
will Join the New York team.
and the Bols du Rol.
Pittsburgh, Pa.,- July 22. Oharle
ively countered by our guns. Enemy
''Further north British troops made working parties were dispersed In the Ellis, former world's three cushion
an advance, capturing 200 prisoners Monte Civldale area and motor col- Milliard champion, enlisted In the ma
OFFICIAL NOTICE IS
umns along the Plnve. Two hostile rine corps today.
and forty machine guns.
ItECKIVKD OF MFXT.
'North of the Ourcq and on the machines were downed by us."
IIOOSEVKLTS DEATH
Champagne front great artillery activNOTICES
ity is reported, but there was no In"
$
Mfzirn. m... 7.7 T
"mo I
Geneva, July 22. Tlic Amor- fantry action."
.Vow
of
Mi " V.' '",a""n.
f..m.nlm,ln
"TTie
lean Ked CTosa lierp was offi-- S
Aviation:
activity of our
- MORNIN JOURNAL RRtRtAL LSAStD WIRII
lnlfl
Ownparl.,,,:.
cldlly notified today from Berlin
bombing machines was maintained at
United static of America. Slate of
July 22 (via London).
Sew
of the dentil of Qucnlln Iloose- a high pitch on July 21. During day TheVienna,
issued
communication
war office
It In Hcrpln- Orllfluil
. .
vcK.
.1
and night fifty tons of projectiles today says:
full, true unit complete transcript
were dropped on enemy railway comtne
Albania the enemy's attacks
. .
"In
or
niicn
and were renewed north of Berat and In
cantonments
munications,
Certificate of Incorporation of
bivouacs in the valley of the Vesle the
liAILWAV KXFRK88 COM
upper Devoli valley three days
f'ANY.
and the Ardre.
local fluctations the
ago.
Excepting
(o. not,)
"The actions at Loan. Berry Au Bac
obtained
any ad- with the en.lomements
nowhere
enemy
thereon, an same apand
crowded with
In the fighting that is in pear, on file anil of recorU In the office of
troops and convoys were the objects vantage
the Htato Corporation Commlaelon
Because a man or woman is bid does of
progress.
In
Whereof, the State Corporvery violent bombardments. A
not mean that they must walk along
bend and the ation Teetlmony
C'ommlxKion of ffie State of New Mexgreat fire followed by several explo sea"Between the Semlnl
... V-ueico
rauBiMl
bent over and supported with a cane. sions
ha
this
pendetachments
cj.rfiflnun
reconnolterlng
was observed.
Another fire
and the eeul ot laid siKnea
A man can be as vigorous and heaithv
etrated Italian positions at many by lie Chairman
broke
out
in
the
sections.
Fismes
to
he
affixed at t)ie city ot Santa
at eighty as at twenty if no iiU the "Tens of thousands
points."
p mi iiim .nu. uuj 01 July, a D tain
organt of the body in performing iheir were fired at German of cartridges
(SEAL.)
batand
troops
once
t
Jt.rii Mona.
Oen. Joseph E. Johnston
"I'OK H. WIM.IAMS.
Ail diseases whether of a maligna,.i teries, which were Bilenced In the re'' Acting Chairman.
30,000 of his troops in a ...
paraded
of
gion
Courmont,
and
RotpAncheres
weak character tend to tear away Villeneuve
Washington Avenue, East Las Vegas, AKTICl.RS Kl' INCORPORATION
same
the
aviaOur
day.
OP THE
our itality. Yoil must counteract
Foohey, Hoboken. N. J. John McCue
EXPRESS
disease in its incipient stage if yon tors brought down nine enemv mi. Columbus..
Ohio: Kent Odell. Buena
COMPANY
chines."
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GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules, a
preparation that
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These capsules are a prescription and
have been and are still being used by
physicians In dalFy practice. Th?y
have proven their merit in relieving
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system-cleanin-

and bladder com- backache,
plants and all ailments arising from
ixn exoi'SR of in ic acid Jn the system
' GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
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Berlin, July 22 (via London). The
war office claims the fighting In
France on Sunday resulted in a
"complete success for the German

arms.
The official statement issued
describes numerous honw
ations on all parts of the salient between Soissons arid Rheims, and declares that all' assaults of the allied
forces were repulsed. The statement
reads:
Between the Alsno nnrt tha Moma
the battle continues with undlmlniah- -
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A SON. New York

and movable valuable of any description, over and upon such lines and
routes as It may from tlma to time establish, and In and between the points, places
or stations at which it may from time to
time establish and continue attendee; and
the said corporation Is hereby invested with
the powers neeessary and proper for said
purpose, as well as the powers incident and
appropriate to express carriers, and esperl-eli- y
with full. iKver to give such security
In the nature of a general transportation
bond u may he reiftiired by the laws of the
United Stuttrs an dthe regulations passed i
relation thereto for th transportation and
delivery of dutiable merchandise and other
property In bond, from port to port in th
or throuxh
United States,
the United
paxceia

Kiirporation
hall be the- AMBHICA.V "'e
RAILWAY EXPRESS COMPANY.
,
SECOND:
Its principal office or place of
business In the State of Delaware shall be
.
.
In tho r.itv- -rif 1....
-lenntsil
.ir,, i.ouniy oe
Kent, and Its resident ajtent shall
be the
STATES
UNITED
CORPORATION COMa,-- ..
PANY. whoNii address Is nit
""u o Diaia
Street, In sntl city.
.
THIRD: Tiie nature of the bfttlness and
the objects and purposes proposed to be
on on
transacted, promoted and can-laat follows:
To eniraee In and earry on In the State
of Delaware, and In and between any and
all of the Btntes, Territories and possessions
of the United States and the District of
Columbia, and in adjacent foreign coun- 11 " . mo mu...
.nriftar ana transporting and forwarding by railroads, steamboats! chips, canals, stage and other meant
'iii
" 1 rajiniito i.in
wares, marcnan- itlMjiiiuutVi t'", noUa, bullion, packages,

19076

Was the number drawn Monday entitling the
holder to a $5.00 Laundry Coupon Book.
No. 24S77, the one drawn last week was held
by Mrs. C, K. Alldredge, HUG North First street.
The drawing Monday closes the Laundry
Coupon Book Series. Cut next Monday, July
29, we hold the Cig Drawing for the $100.00
Liberty Bond. So be sure to get all numbers into the receptacle at the Laundry by 10:00 a. m.
on that date. Numbers will be packed with all
bundles this week, and if you have others in
your possession that you have neglected to bring
in, do not fail to do so now in order that you may
miss no chance to win the Bond.

si.at'.

To take bonds of Indemnity with or without security from its UKents and employes,
to acquire by purchase, devise or otherwise,
and to hold real and personal estate of any
vulue to the amount necessary and proper
for the purpose for which It Is
h
ted, and to sell, mortgage or otherwise
of the same:
To barrow, when necessary for the pur
pose ot its business, money, with or without
pledge of or mortgage on all or nny of lis
property, real or personal, as security;
To take, hold and dispose of any mortgage on real or personal estate; and to is
sue bomla, debentures or obligations of the
corporation, from time to time for nny of
the objects or purposes of the corporation;
To have one or more offices, to carry on
any or all of lta operations or business and
without restriction or limits as to amount
to purchase or otherwise acquire, to hold,
own. to mortgage, sell, convey, or otherwise
dispose of real and personal property of every clnss and description In any of th
states, territories, districts, colonies or possessions of the United states nnd In
foreign cnuntres, subject to the laws
of such state, district,
territory, colony,
possession or country
To enter Into, make, perform, and carry
out contracts of every kind for any lawful
purpose without limit as to amount with
any person, firm, association or corporation:
and to act as ageni for any person, firm,
association or corporation for any lawful
puipose; and to do a general collection

The foregoing clauses shall he construed
both as objects and powers, and It Is hereby expressly provided that the foregoing
enumeration of specific powers shall not be
held to limit or restrler-lany manner the
powers of thla corporation.
In general,

u.havc

and to exereise all

Ihe powers conferred by the laws of 11,,
formed under the
upon corporations
laws of said State.
To purchase, hold and reissue any of th
shares of its capital stock.

The Imperial Laundry Co.
f
pears on file and of record In the uffu
the Suite Corporation Commissi. oi,-- '
111 Testimony
Whereof, the Stale Corpor-all'-- n
Commission of the Suite of New Mexico has caused this certificate to he eigiud
by Its Chairman and the seal of said Commission, t" he affixed at the CHy of Santa
Fo on this 3rd. day of July, A. D. tills.
(SEAL.I
HUGH H. WILLIAM.
Acting chnlniuin.
Attest: EDWIN F. COAHU, fieri:.
STATKMKXT
OF VORKKiN CORPORA.
TION.
KNOW ALL MEN HY THESE PRESENTS: That AMERICAN RAILWAY
CUMP.VNV. a corporation
organised and existing under nnd by virtu of the
laws of the Slate of Delaware nnd desiring
to transact lis business in the State of
ilolli hereinmnlie the following
statement In accordance with the provisions
itsii, N. Ai statutes. Codification
o' Section
cf 1111:-.- :
The amount of lis capital stork is
and tho amount acluully Issued Is

FOURTH: The total authorized capital
stock of thi corporation is Forty Minion SM3.oon.unn.tio.
Hollars (iO,ooo,(itii.00. 1, divided mio 1'our
That the value of the Company's properHundred Thousand (.4110,0011) shares, of par ly In the Slate of New Mexico Is-- iill.OIMI.OO.
1
loo.
eaoh.
of
value
One Hundred Dollars
The chnruoter of the business which it
The amount of capital stork with which Is to transact in the Stale of New Mexico
ihls corporation will commence huslnen is Is:
Thlny-ihre- e
Million Dollars (:i.1,ooo.ooo. .
To net ns Ihe Agent of the Director (ten-era- l
of Railroads In the conduct of a The names ami places of residence of each
of the subscribers to the capital stock are
us i'olluws:
NAME.
William' Xf.

'1

under Federal control and upon other lines.
The location of its principal offlc In the
state of New Mexico i designated as su
nd Street,
South
Albuquerque, and tlifl
agent upon whom process against the Corporation may be served Is C. L. Appiegaie,
a natural person uf full age actually resident in the State of New Mexico, whose
place of abode is Albuouerque, New Mexico.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF.
th
said
VMERICAN
RAILWAY EXPRESS COMPANY has caused Its name to be hereuntu
subscribed and Its corporate seal to be hereto affixed, and these presents M b executed hy Us President and Secretary, thla
::ih day o! June. A. D.
i
Revenue Stomp.)
(CiMM'liRATK
SEAL.)
AMERICAN
RAILWAY EXPRESS COM- -

I'.v;,

Hy OKOnOE C. TAYLOR. President.
:
K. I'. SMALL;
Secretary.

Attest

ENDORSKD: Foreign.

.

No. 9:,0!.

Cor.

Rec'd

A MIO

It II

fi
Poge 49. Btntement of
RAILWAY EXPRESS
Designating Princlnal Office. Agent.
Ktc. filed In Ofllce of Slate Corporation
Commission of New Mexico, Jul. , J818; 11

A.

Vol

AN

'

M.

j

KDWIN F. COARP, Clerk.
Compared JJO. lo MB.

272

Stole of New York, County of New York-s- s.
He It remembered, that on this twentieth
day of June. 191ST. A. D personally appeared before me, the subscriber .a
Notary
Public, for the State of New York, William
M. Barrett, Clenrge
C. Taylor, and Hums
to the foregoing Certl-flrat- e
t), Caldwell, parti
of Incorporation, known to me perto
he such, and severally acknowlsonally
edged the said Certificate of Incorporation
lo be their ct and deed, and that the fact
therein staled are truly et forth.
(liven tinder my hand and seal of offlcs
the day and year aforesaid.
CAB1.B.

C. fl.

Notary Public.

(. 8. Cable
(
)
Notary Public
( New York County )
C. H. Cnhl. Notary Public. New York County
New York County No. 80
New York County Register's No. 10245
STATU Op DEI.EWARE
OFFICE OP SECRETARY OF STATE.
I. EVERETT C. JOHNSON, Secretary of
Stale of the State of Delaware do hereby
certify that, the above and foregoing Is a
true and correct copy of Certificate of Incorporation of the "AMERICAN RAILWAY
and
EXPRESS COMPANY'' as received
filed In this office the twenty-seennday of
June. A. I). His. at 1 o'clock P. M.
WHEREOF, f have
IS TESTIMONY
hereunto set my hand and official seal, nt
day of June In
Dover, this twenty-secon- d
the year of mtr Lord one thousand nine
hundred and eighteen.
EVERETT, C. JOHNSON.
Secretary of State.
(SEAL.)
ENDORSED:
No. nr.os Foreign
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. ( Page 4fc Certified copy of
or American
Certificate- - of Incorporation
nniinnv Express Company. Filed In office
of State Corporation Commission of New
Mexico, Jul, 3, lels; 11 A. M.
EDWIN P. COARD.
Clerk. '
V

(

I

,

RESIDENCE.
West stith St.. New
York City. N. Y.
fleorge 0, Taylor. S2S cliff Ave., lvlhnm
Heights. N. t.
Burns n. Caldwell, 81 High Street, Orange,
X. J.
The existence (nf this corporation Is t
ha perpetual.
'I he
private properly of the stockholders
shall not be subject to the payment of corporate debts to any extent whatever.
The Directors shall 'have power to mak
to fix
and to alter or amend ihe
the amount' to he reserved a working capexebe
to
cause
to
authorise and
ital, and
cuted, mortgages and liens without limit
ns to amount, upon the property and franchises of this Corporation.
,
s
The
shall determine whether and
to what extent the accounts and books ot
this corporation (other than
the stock
ledger), or nny of them, shall be open to tho
of the
and no
stockholders;
Inspection
stockholder shall have uny right of Inspecting any account, or book, or document uf
this Corporation, except as conferred by law
or by resolution of Jhe
or the
stockholder?.
The stockholders and director shall have
power to hold their meetings and keep the
books, documents and papers of the corporation outside of the State of Delaware,
at such places as may from lime to time be
or by resolution
designated hy the
of the stockholders or directors.
The Director shall have power, hy a resolution passed by a majority vote of the
whole Hoard, under suitable provision ot
to designate two or more of
the
their number to constitute an Executive
which committee shall, for the
Committee,
time being, as provided In said resolution
have and exercise nny
or In Ihe
or all the power of the Hoard of Directors
which may be lawfully delegated In tho
management of the business and aTfalrs of
ihe business of the corporation and shall
the seal of the
have power to authorise
said oCrporatloti to be affixed to all papers
which may require It.
the right to
This Corporation reserve
n
amend, alter, change, or repeal any In111
this Certificate of
contained
corporation, in the manner now or hereafterof
prescribed by the statute of the Stale
offiDelaware, and all rights conferred on
herein are
stockholder
cers, directors,
granted subject to this reservation.
of
We, the undersigned, fot the purpose of
forming a Corporation, UBder the laws
and
file
d
make,
the Slate of Delaware,
record this Certiflrale, sntf do certify thai
are true; and w
the facts herein tat-have accordingly hereunto set our respective
hands and seals,
Dated st New York June 2th, I91S.
(Seal).
WII.UAM M. BARRETT
(Settl).
C.EORdB C. TAYLOR
(Seal).
BURNS D. CALDWEM.
In the presence of
P. RMAl.t.
t. 13. HARRISON.

Itarrett,

era txpress transportation buslneM, Interstate and stote. upon all. lines of railroad

SUMMER EXCURSIONS
To Colorado and Utah Points
The A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co. is offering reduced fares for the
round trip to various points in Colorado. For your information we quote a few of these fares:
Albuquerque to Pueblo and return
$2$.74
Albuquerque to Colorado Springs and return
$27.90
Albuquerque to Denver and return
$31.44
Albuquerque to Glenwood Springs and return. . .$41.34
Albuquerque to Grand Junction and return
$48.54
Albuquerque to Sale Lake City and return
$58.74
Tickets on sale daily until September 30th, with the
final limit on all tickets, October 31st.
'
For official information about National Parkland
Monuments, address Bureau of Service, United States
Railroad, Administration, 226 W. Jackson Street, Chica...
go, 111.
'
For further information phone or write
PHONE 204
N.F.JOHNSON,
Santa Fe Depot
Asst. Agent
,
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ELECTRICITY

;:

y
That
,
servant,
instantly responds to
do the housewife's
bidding
Every hour of the day and night this faithful attendant stands ready and waiting to save her
time, steps, trouble and worries; to simplify the
direction and management of her home.
It never, lags, sleeps, rests, eats, argues, or; quits
for a better job?If you do not have this wonderful, help- - i
ful servant in your employ
Get it t
If your house is wired, yet .you're not ' ,;
Do sol
taking every advantage of it
If you have some appliances but should .'J
have more
Get them!
If some of your appliances are tempor- - ' :.'
,
arily out of commission for the want of
Fix them t
proper attention
Let our experts confer with you and put everything in first class Electrical shape.'
It is a duty you owe your home, yourself now
r
.
above all times! '
ever-read-

-

.

.

.

!

.

State of Xew Mexico.
Commission
Comparison.

State

Corporation
of Nete; Mexico, Certificate of
'

United States of America, State
Mexico

of

New

sf.

Hereby Certified, that th annexed Is
tru and complete transcript of the
statement or
F.XPRESS RAILWAY COMAMERICAN
PANY
Principal office. Agent , Etc.
Designating-

a

It

I

full,

(Nil. IISOU.I

with th

endorsement

thereon, as lam

ap- -

4

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &
ELECTRIC COMPANY .
"At Your Service''

-

i

FOUR

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

Tuesday, July 23, 1918.
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Braves Take Short End of 2
to 7 Score; Southworth and

1

V

ng

vX- -

I
M

(RIAL

rY MORNtNl 'OUHNAL BrtriAl LIAlCn Wli
Boston, July 22. Iioaton Rhut out
Detroit twice. In the first game Busli
had the better of James in a
pitching duel. In the second
game Kallio's wllflness In the first
resulted in one run. Score First
game:

James,

0
0

3
1

2

1

1

0

3

3

1

7

4

I)

1

4

2

4

0
0
0

0
6

0
0
0
0

0
0

34

0

4

Cobb, of
Veach, If
Stallage, lb
Walker, if
Coffey, 2b
Spencer, c

4
4

3

p

Totals

4

r

,

'?

.

'

4

"S

n

I

(i

0

Hooper, rf
fchean, 2b
Ktrunk, of

Ruth,

4

If

3

Mclnnis, lb
Scott, ss
IParbare, 3b
Stansbury, 3b
Agnew, c
L. Bush, p

r,

A

n

0

2

n

527

0

1

0

(I

1

0
2

3

0

0
0

1

0
0
0

(I

1

1

.'I

rn

by

H

Pi itMvv.

;

1

1

1

G

1

00
1

WaHhington 3; Cliicaeo 2.
xation.Mj
Washington, July 22. Washington
made a clean sweep of the series of
Chicago
four games with Chicago by winning New Voi
In ten innings. Score:
Chli'Utto.
AB,

,.....,.'

Murphy, rf
Leitolcl, If
K. Collins,
Dandll, b
J, Collins, cf
Weaver, es
McMullin, 3b
Sehalk. c
Benst. p ; .
Totals
Rhotton, If
Foster, 8b

"

......

It. I'O. A. K.
I.
o
o
o
o
1

2

1

0

4

0

1

2

0

0

0

3

1

2

10

0
0

o
0
0
0
0

1

4

n

o

1

1

7

0

1

3

3
3
4

3

0

Pittsburgh

.,

Cincinnati

Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Boston
St. I.ouia

.

Judge, lb
Milan, cf

1

10

1

2

4

2

0 10

0

1

2

r.

1

1

1

0
0

4

0
0

2

3

3

0
0
0
0
0

2

2

4

0

t.

0

ti

4

1

4

0

1

0

3

0

39

3

12x29 16

Two-bas-

3?
3tl

Dl

.r.6:i
.524
,.rlfi
.476
.441
.430
.414

47
45
40
40
3fi
33

I,.
36
42
4

1

40

Tobln,

.

iMiiinMU

n

rl
Food
I

46

. 4

50

j

.419
.S9S

i.K;n:

Sacri

fice fly Bodle. Double plays Walt
ers to Baker; Demmitt to Nunamaker;
Pratt to Beck. Base on balls Oft
Thormahlen 3, Finneran 1, Keating 3,
Wright 2, Houck 4. Hit by pitcher
Struck out
By Wright (Caldwell).
By Thormahlen 3. Keating 1, Wright

Houck 1. Innings pitched Thorper.
7
Momahlen
l'innenin
7
gridge 1, Keating 6, Wright
New York 4; St. Ixmis 4.
New York, July 22. New York and Houck 7
4 to
fit. Louis played a fifteen-Innin- g
4 tie, the game being culled on acBATTING RALLY AND
count of darkness.
There were no league umpires
ERRORS OF RABBITS
present and the game was umpired
Louis
St.
the
GIVES DOGS VICTORY
trainer,
Bierhalter,
by
and Donlln, a former New York National player. " Score:
The Prairie Dogs pulled themselves
St, IOllift.
out of last place in the league standAB. R. H. PO. A. F.
a fast game from the
0 ing l.y winning
2
3
4
2
0
Mattel, 3b
.lack Rabbits at Washington
Park,
1
B
2
2
2
0
ss
Austin,
south of Central avenue yesterday
1
3
0
17
0
lb
Hlslcr,
afternoon. The score was tied In the
1
2
3
6
0
0
Demmltt. rf
fifth inning but a batting rally on
1
0
0
2
0
6
If
Tobin,
the part of the Dogs,, aided by several
.j
B
2
7
0
6
'2b
0y
Oedeon,
errors on the part of the KahhUs, de6
1
0
0
6
2
cf
Smith,
1
0 cided the tide of victory.
3
5
6
2
Nunamaker, c
Six double plays and many sacri1
0
0
0
0
2
Wright, p
fice hits were features of the contest.
1
3
0
0
0
3
Houck, p
Williams and Parent! formed the battery for the Rabhits and did their
11
2
4
23
45
51
Totals
part well. Other players of the BabNew York.
mention are
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. bits who deserve speciala star
who played
Matteuccl,
game at
1
2
0
0
7
0
Lamal, rf
the third sack; K.spinosa, who did ex1
0
2
4
Caldwell, cf
In the field and MePher
1
0 cellent work
3
7
Baker, 3b
on, who hebl down the initiul sack
B
0
6
6
2
Pratt, 2b
Marcus played his
1
0 in first class style.
0
7
4
Hyatt, lb
usuul stellar game at shortstop.
n
o
0
0
0
iMlller
Moury proved to be a real "find"
0
0
0
9
2
Beck, lb
for
the Dogs. He hit out two doubles
S
4
0
0
2
Bodle, If
two singles and figured in two
and
6
.
,
Pecklnpaugh, ss
of the double plays. Allurd, Walling,
2
c
Walters,
Redmond, Nuglo and Privett did ex1
Hannah, c
work In their respective posicellent
2
.
.
Thormahlen, p .
x
tions.
0
0
0
Flnneran, p
The Wild Cats will meet the Skunks
0
0
Mogridge,
0
0 this afternoon.
0
0
xxWard
1
ft
0
0
xxxGilhooley
'
LOS ANGELES WINNER
3
O'Connor, c
1
Keating, p
OF P. C. L. PENNANT

ASWHENAT HOME
Red
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Washington, J ply 22. Decision on
the request of representatives of organized basel.ull that the effective
time of the work or fight regulations
as they apply to professional
baseball players, be extended to the end
of the present season, was postponed
today until Wednesday. Ilhls action
was taken so the national baseball
commission could present a brief setting forth its view in the matter.
Provost Marsbar Oineral Crowder
gave a hearing today to representaAmerican
tives of the Washington
league club preparatory to making a
report to Secretary Baker with recommendations as to whether tho secretary's order making the new regulations Immediately applicable to the
players, should be modified so as not
to interfere with this year's schedules
of professional leagues.
v
Representative Nicholas Longworth
of Ohio appeared on behalf of August
Herrmann, chairman of the national
commission, and asked that tho decision be postponed so the commission
could fonnclly present Its case. General Crowder said he was prepured to
make his recommendations, but would
postpone further action until

Men

With Gen, Peshing
Quickly Adjifet Themselves
to Conditions in France; Deceive the Germans,

HEARING;
PLAY ON
LEAGUES

.r43
.r34

I'.roolilyn.

1,

nuu

JUSTASCUNNfNG

BASEBALL

I

.529
.471

Beck, Thermal Jen.

e

Fit-ter-

Pet.
.CO

4."i

B0

I,os Angvlos i; Vernon 2.
I.os Angeles, July 22.
R. II. K.
Score:
2
0
9
Vernon
8
4
0
I.os Angeles
Batteries: Dell and Devormer"
Valencia and J'ipan.

'WEDNESDAY

.

Eli
r,0

amrkicav

001 100 ooo

e
hits
Summary:
Bchalk, Gandil. Stolen bases Shot-tor- i,
Foster, Lavan, Milan. Sacrifice
hltMJ. Collins, Shanks, Foster, E.
Collins, Judge". Double plays La von
to Shanks to Judge. Bases on bulls
riff Harper 4. Struck out By Ben.
Har8, by Harper 4. Wild pitches

3S

39
44
43
52
49

Detroit at Hoston.
Chicago at Washington.
St. I.ouis at New fork.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.

1

02
13
Shotton,

49
43

national
i,K.;n:.
ut

x Two out when winning run
scored. '
z Schalk out, hit by batted ball.
010 000 001
Chicago

Washington

.5'i"

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
Pittsburgh

Two-bas-

laV MORNtNa JOURNAL

RRRCIAL

With

LlAfllO Wlftgl

the American Army on the
e
Front, July 22 (by the
Associated Press). The American Indians in France (.'Quickly adjusted
themselves to the conditions of the
country. They soon became just as
cunning as in their native haunts.
This is illustrated by an incident when
the nermann were withdrawing Across
the Murne. Indian scouts, with Americans, were sent over tho river.
At one crossing three Indians improvised a raft and then started on an
The Hermans
exploring expedition.
discovered tho strange foot prints on
the river bank and came upon the
raft. They awaited the Indians' return.
But after reconnoitering, the Indians
approached their hidden raft cautiously, and scenting trouble, made a
hasty retreat.
The
realized thut these
strange red men were not of their
kind, and must therefore be an enAisne-Marn-

'

s

emy nnd began firing. The I ml lan j
ran through the woods like deer, und
finally struck for lha water, In an endeavor to reach tho south side.
These Indians .reared along tht
rivers, swim like Hawaiians and are
able to remain below tHe surface fbi
a long time. The Germans saw splashes in the water and began firing. The
Indians dived and swam down stream
under water. When they came up to
the surface for air they brought up
a mandful of clay, which they had
grabbed from the river bottom and
their
with this they camouflaged
hands and face while-- on the surface
for a brief breathing spell.
Finally the Indians reached the
south bank far below the Germans,
the current assisting' them very materially.
Then they crayled back and peered
through the bushes and watched the
Gerniuns seeking the bronzed figures
who apparently had been drowned.
The Germans,
thoroughly angered,
shot the raft to pieces.

Cleveland, n., jmy 2&.At a
of American league baseball
called by B. B. Johnson lute to
day to take action on Secretary of
War Baker's decision that baseball is
definite
action was
postponed, pending a meeting of Pres.
ident Johnson and war department
officials on the "work or fight" regulations as they apply to professional
ball players. The meeting probably
will take place Wednesday. Pending
tho final decision American league
teams will play out their scheduled
games. It Is understood that the two
other members of the national base
ball commission, Chairman Herrmann
and John K. j'iYner, president of tht
National leagie, will join Mr. Johnson in presenting to war department
officials reasons for the modification
Shoeliley Wins lioad Itacc
of the new regulations.
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 22. Clarence
An optimistic feeling was prevalent
won the Denver Times autoamong American league Club owners Shoekley
course
mobile race over the
after today's meeting that some con between Denver and
Cheyenne today
cessions will be made.
This is two
In 2 hours, 4 minutes.
All the American league club own
minutes over the record for the aners m i i n represented here today nual
event. L. i?. Hulen was second.
Chairman Herrmann 'was here to con His time was 2
hours, 13 minutes.
for with Mr. Johnson. Mr. Herrmann Arthur
Syes was third. Ills time was
b ft for Pittsburgh tonight lo attend 2
hours, 30 minutes.
the meeting of National leaguo owners in that city tomorrow and Mr.
Tournaments Discontinued.
.
Johnson left tonight for Washington
Ind.. July; 22. The
Indianapolis,
of
th annual
President James C. Dunn
tournanational
and
Cleveland American league ilub, who ments ofsectional
the National Amateur Baseon Saturday announced that the lo ball
been disconhave
eal park would be closed nfter yestor tinuedassociation
for the duration of the war,
double-heade- r,
after today's President James H.
day's
Lowery of Indianmeeting, said the Cleveland club will apolis announced today. The action
4 14 45 18
(
Totals
...52
next
on
its scheduled game here
Is due to the provost marshal genLos Angelos, Calif., July 22. Ixis play
x Ran for Hyatt In eighth,
provided the Htutus of the eral's work or fight order.
xx Ran for Hannah in ninth.
Angeles won the Pacific Const league Thursday,
Is
"work or
definitely
for Mogridge In ninth. championship today by defeating the settled then.fight" prdcr
K, V. Man Win Championship.
Vernon team and taking five of the
Score by Innings:
Kansas city, Mo, July 22. Heath
n
series
000 002 020 000 0004
champlons-hlSt, Louis
An alarm clock has been harnessed Moore of Kansas CP won the cham
INeW York .. ..000 110 811 000 0004 games.
Vernon won only two of tho series. by a New 'York Inventor to a gas pionship in singles of th great plains
(Called account of darkness.)
burner so that a pot of coffee Is boiled 'tennis tournaments today, defeating
e
hits Pratt,
Summary;
Kansas,
France is.lmporting 12,000 Chinese at a predetermined time and then its (Frank C. Howard, also-fNunamaker 2, Walters, Demmltt.
'
owner is awakened,
i
4.
V
j'1 i
Ptolen banes Malsel. Sacrifice bits coolies a month.
,

....

112-ml- le

'

,

'.

xxx-i-Ba-

Administration

State News Bulletin

Pet.

29

F,6

W.

Philadelphia

Colli).

11

K.

h.

AMKJWAX

0

0
0

Tj:.f;i
W.

..v,..39

0

4

..44

Totals

3

4
C

Rchulte. if
Shanks, 2b
ss
I'icinioh, e
Harper, p

1

There never has been u ball player
of
who combined the versatilities
Cobb. His mechanical playing has
been outdone by others Speaker, 'Is
a greater outfielder, I.ajoie was a
greater natural hitter, but Cobb has
the personalily, the "color," the "fire,"
which lias not only made him the
greatest ballplayer of all time, but
also the gnatest ante attraction the
game has ov r seen.
Twelve years out of thirteen Cobb
has led bis league in batting and b
away out in the lead ugain this year.
For six or eight yiars he has led lr1
in the number of' doubles und triples made, in hits and
in runs scored.
Baseball will not basoball without

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE

4

.

Boston
3
0
4
0
,0 Cleveland
Washington
30 2 6x29 17 1 New York
St. I.ouis
Washington.
AB.K.H. PO. A. K. Chicago
0 Detroit
3
1
5
4

Known for 50 Years as the IJest Remedy for Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Skin Diseases.
Scientists have' discovered that the
forest and the field, are abundantly
supplied with vegetation of various
kinds, that furnish the ingredients for
making a remedy, for practically every
ill and ailment of mankind. Medicines
made from roots, herbs, and barks
which Nature has placed nt the disposal of man. are better than strong
mineral mixtures and concoctions.
Mineral medicines work dangerously
on the delicate parts of the system,
especially the stomach and bowels, by
eating out the liring membrane, producing chronic dyspepsia and often

Philadelphia

(A. I..)

1;

entire

1

post-seaso-

j

Two-bas-

f

KC--

--

.it'
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I'licese, in Club naiulHlcht's.
Cheese has steadily jogged up in the
scale of popularity until almost twice
the amount is used today that was
consumed this timo last year. It has a
grnt advantage In the fact that It is
u!uys ready and can be eaten without further preparation, if preferred.
in the form of a sandwich filler,
Its possibilities are almost unllmi,tert.
Cream cheese has long been a favorite as it spreads readily, but equally
good is the home-mad- e
cottage cheese
for this purpose. Here are some sug
gestions for making club sandwiches
by combining cottage cheese with various other Ingredients:
Make the sandwiches of three good
sized slices of toasted wheatless bread
one or more being spread
thickly
with cottage cheese. Iiettuce or wuter
cress and salad dressing are also used,
The rest of the filling may be varied
to suit the taste or the larder. The
sandwich, is cut diagonally', across
and served on an InCrvldual plate with
the halves arranged in diamond shape.
It is desirable to toast the bread on
one side only and to cut it immediately after toasting, ns otherwise
tno
pressure of cutting crushes out the
cheese andspoils the appearance of
the snndwlch. The cut slices may be
placed together again while the sandwich is being filled, and tho filling
may be sliced through with a sharp
to tho cottage
knife. In addition
cheese, these club sandwiches may
contain: 1, Tomato, lettuce; mayonnaise dressing. 2. Thin sliced cold
ham, spread with mustard, lettuce,
mujonnuise. 3. Sliced tart' apple, nuts,
lettuce, manyonnaise. 4. Sliced orange
water cress, mayonnaise.
5.
Sliced
Spanish onion, pimento, lettuce, mayonnaise. 6. Two tiny strips of bacon,
lettuce, manyonnaise. 7. Cucumber or
green pepper, pimento, lettuce, mayonnaise. 8. Sweet sandwiches may be
made with layers of cottage cheese
and marmalade, or pasto made of
dried fruits. For these tho bread
need not be toasted, nnd tho lettuce
and mayonnaise should not be used.
A Salad for Sunday Supitor.
Ijabor and 'thought may be saved
this summer if the Sunday night supper Is based on good vegetable salad
which takes the place of several other
dishes. The United State food administration suggests tho following simple menu which may be prepared
readily without upsetting the pleasure
of a Sunday afternoon.
ireen IYpcr and Potato Salad.
Chop four baked potatoes and on
Spanish onion very fine. .Slice one
green pepper so that It makes large
rings. Place on lettuce loaves. Fill the
rings with the baked potatoes and
onions, heap mayonnaise, dressing on
top of each ring aruj sarve.
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BUSINESS

Contractor's Wife Tells of Her

white star in forehead, branded on
left shoulder.
J. R. GAU'SHA,
City Marshal.

lournal Want Ads Pay Because
Everybody Reads the Journal,
THE WM.

'

FARFt

COMPANY

!
Wholesale
Dealers In
and
HtK.SU
AND SALT ML ATS
SauHage a Specialty
For Cuttle and Hog
the Ruling
Market Prices Are Paid

T

Hudson for Signs

RemarkaWe Experience,
"If I had ail tiie money today,
that I have spent on medicines be-

Wail Paper

i

i

fore I got hold of Tanlac, I could set
up a nice business," said Mrs. Kate
Uianton, wife of a well known contracting painter, and living at 814
Rois D'Arc street, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Fourth St. and Copper Ave.
"Seven years ago, "she continued,
"I was as well and strong as anybody, when a complication of troubles set in that finally, about a year
ago, brought me under the surgeon's
knife.
The operation
left me so
n
weaks and
that my condition became alarming.
I lost my
.
appetite, and the little I forced , We are In a position to give , ,
soured and formed gas that pressed
more value for the money than
so on my heart that I felt like 1
any other BUILDING) FIRM In
) ;
;
would smother to death.
thla vicinity.
I wnf
nervous and restless at night and
Office with
lost so much sleep, that by morning
Lum- - ; ;
;
I was dull and heavy and hardly
had enough energy to get out of bed
I suffered
for a week at a time.
S77
PHONE
from spells of dizziness, my head
would uche till I thought I would
go distracted, and I felt so miser-aolI was afraid I'd never be fit
for anything again.
'Some of my friends had been
Glara, Malthold Roofing
benefited by Tanlac and advised me Paints, Oils,
and Building Paper.
to try it. I sent for a bottle and beLUMBER
fore 1 had taken many doses of this J. C. BALDRIDGE
medicine those headaches and dizzy
COMPANY
spe'.isi disappeared. My appetite has
relumed now and I can eat hot
biscuits, sweet potatoes and many
other things I've had to shun for
My nerves are now steady,
years.
I sleep like a baby and get up feeling fresh and strong enough to do
all my housework, and more besides.
Two of my suns have taken Tanlac
with gratifyrng results and all mj
family are now boosting it everywhere they go.
Tanlac is sold ;n Albuquerque at
the Alvarado Pharmacy. Adv.
;

Hudson for
Picture Frames

i

Wallace liesselden

run-dow-

General Contractor'
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UNCLE
SAM

NOTICE! FOB l'lBI.IOATION.

By Getting

f the Interior, U. a. Lurwt Office at Santa I'e. N. M., July 3, 1 3.
Nnllco tft hereby given
that l'alroclnio
ManiUfZ, of MarqueZ, N. M., who. on Hppt.
11112,
mailt liomeulead entry No. U172C0,

r.piirtni.nt

',
for NK1-4- , Section 6, Township
Hange
N. M. I. Meridian, ha filed notice of
Intention to make five year Homestead
Final i'roof, to establish claim to the tana
Kenabove described, before William C.
at Seboyeta, N.
nedy, U. S. CommiMsloner,
'
M.. on Seat. a. lls.
Claimant names as witnesses:
N.
M.; Anof
Maniuez,
Keyva Murquvx,
tonio Jarainlllo, of Bldo. N. M. ; Marqarltl
of Han Mateo. N. M.; I'efmlti(
Romero,
Salazur, of Bllw, N. M.
FHANCISCO DELflAnO,

KeKlstuT.

NOTICE FOR Prlll.ICATIOV.
a
Department at the Interinr, V. 8. band
at Sant Kb, N. M July 15. 1U.
C.
Estevan
that
Notice la hereby given
Chaves, of Seboyeta, N. M., who. on Oct. 4.
11112.
made Homeitead. No. 017310, for
Beetlon 28, Township
9N, Range 1W. N. M. P. Meridian. ha filed
notice of Intention to make five year Proof,
to establish claim to the lana above
before W- C- Keflnedy, V. a.
at Seboyeta, N. M., on the Sept.
S,

".

1918.

Claimant namea

V. P. Harrington, of Correo, N. M.; Patricio
Oontalea, of Seboyeta, N. M. ; Samuel Oar.
cla, of Seboyeta. N. T i Dlonlolo Marque,
of Seboyeta, N. M.
FRANCISCO DEI.OADO,

JUglater.

Then liny CAPSULES
ire superior to Balsam

W.S.S
For Gold and Silver
A

Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings
and

of Copalbi, Cubeb or
Injection, and ''"""N
RELIEVES In

IMIDY)

'

Thrift Stamps

24 HOURS the
tame diseases without Inoonvenienci,
Sold A all rfnififfithi.

DUKE CITY

nual nnd special meeting of 'the stockCleaners-Hatte- rs
holders of the Katie Huhnau Mining
Company will he held on Monday,
m.
10
a.
o'clock
at
1918.
August 5th,
at the Alvarado Hotel in Albuquerque, 12b West Gold.
N. Mex., for the purposes of electing
a board of directors, to take action
theron, properly organizing and transacting such other business as may lawfully come before the meeting. This
notice is given In compliance with Sec.
mm
937 of the Corporation Laws of New
;
Mexico.
KATIR RITITNAf.
FRANK RUHNAU,
'II. A. HOOVER,

Phone

4

inn O
w
lk CD
wlul

I I

'

POUND SALE
On Tuesday the 23rd day of July,
1918, at 10:00 a. m.r in front of the
City Hall on North Second St., I will
sell one brown horse, will weigh 1 200
pounds, 9 years old 14 hands high,

IU-tal-

,

;s

"

Philadelphia

WASTED ENOUGH TO

lin-me- nt

an-

g,

addition to removing all impurities
and poinons from the blood. S. S. S.
is a safe treatment for Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores and I'lcers,
'Skin Diseases, Klood Poison, and all
disorders of the blood. It cleanses tho
entire system and it's permanent. Get
S. S. S. at any drug store
It
is a standard
recognized
remedy
as
the
antiblood
everywhere
greatest
If yours is a
dote ever discovered.
rector, 412 Swift laboratory, Atlanta,
peculiar case' write to Medical

(X. L.) 0.
Philadelphia, July 22. Scott Perry
of the Athletics allowed the Philadelphia Nations one scratch hit in on
exhibition game for the benefit of the
family of the late W. G. Weart, secretary of the Baseball Writers' Association of America.
1
8
2
Philadelphia Americans
3
1
0
Philadelphia Nationals
Batteries:
Perry and Perkins;
Oeschgcr and Adams.

Try Chumliorliiln'K.
When you need a good reliable
for soreness of the muscles, a
sprain, or tof relieve rheumatic pains
It is
try Chamberlain's Liniment.
excellent.

Notice of Meeting.
Notice Is hereby given that an

ruining the health.
s. Is made entirely of gontlo-actinhealing, purifying roots, herbs
and barks, possessing pioperties that
build up all parts of the system, in
S. S.

1

Pn.A.R

012

I

Yes; S. S. S. Is Purely Vegetable
Nature's Safe Blood Treattmen

I

Ty Cobb in to retire frnin baseball
r.
r.
3
0
nt the end uf the pit sent s.a.'ion.
1
1
0
0
The greatest of the great proposes
o
1
n
2
0
to get into suiik! war activity by whicli
1
4
"t
1
o' 1 0 be may ill) what he coiiHiders bis iluty
0
2
Whether this will
lo bis connliy.
inuii uctiiiil ciilistnient or somelhin-- '
1
30 11
29
Totals
else, Culili iIoih not say.
Score by innings:
Friends of Cobb, however, nay that
000 000 000
Detroit .
Cobb lias often spoken of entering
000 000 000 1
Boston
where Ills knowlSummary: Stolen ' base Hooper. senile ofdepartment
automobiles may be put to
edge
Sacrifice hits Shean, Barbare. Double plays James to O. Bush to Stan-ag- use. Cobb is an enl husiastio motorCoffey (unassisted). Bases on ist and an automobile expert.
Cobb's retirement from baseball will
balls James 6, Bush 2. Struck out
mark the close of the most Fcnsational
James 4. Bush 6.
R. IT. E. and remarkable chapters in the hisSecond game:
3
4
000 000 0000
tory of the ganic.
Detroit
120 000 00X 3 7 0
Boston
Batteries: Kallio and Yelle; Mays
and Schang.
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
4

rooms.
The Boston,
Braves lost the last game of tlieit'
4
4
western trip to Pittsburgh. Score:
Timeteo Maldonado is h'lna at St.
Boston.
St. Joseph's hospital In a dangerous
AB. R. H. r,(- A. K.
''
u
0 condition from a bullet wound through
4
Rawlings, ss
the stomach and Porrifirlo Lopes Is in
'I
4
Herzog, 2b
4,0
0 the city jail, charged
a
2
0
with firins the
Mnssey, cf
o
2
0
0 shot which
0
may possibly rea.ilt in
Wickland, rf
n
0
0 Maldonado's
2
death.
J. C. Smith, 3b ... 2
2
0
0
According to the police Maldonado,
Murphy, If
0 his brother and Lo.iez were
I
1
2
4
leaving
Wilson, c
1
(i
0 a dance, which followed a rhi it?-i'.i- g
0
10
:i
Konetchy, lb
3 ..clock
in
2
2
3
San
0
Jose
at
ceremony
Nehf, p
.,2 I' 'I 0 0 0 yesterday morning. As the thic-- men
Henry, x
were walking together Lopes is said
.'
24 12 "I to have have drawn a revolver
2
30
and
Totals
fired three shots nt Maldonado, one
Pittsburgh.
AB. K. II. I'O. A. R. of which took effect.
o
0
2
Maldonado was taken to his home,
Caton, ss
2,0
0
0 1207 John street, and Dr. F. Marron y
5
2
Kllam, ss
0
3
0 Alonso was called.
4
0
He pronounced
lilgbce, If
o
1
5
4
0
the man in a serious condition und orCany, cf
0
0 dered that be be taken at once to a
Southworth, rf . . . 4 2 2
2
1
4
2
0 hospital for an
Cutsbaw. !h
This was
operation.
4
112 1 0 done nnd the operation was performMollwltz, lb
1
e
2
0
3
0 ed yesterday forenoon.
McKechnie, Mj
o
2
2
0
0
In a statement to the police MaldoSchmidt, c
o
o
0 nado declared
2
Sanders, p
that Lopez had been
o
I
0
0
0 drinking and that he nnd his brother
j . .
Cooper, p
were accompanying the man to his
1
7
11 27 13
Totaln . . . ,
home. He said as they neared Ix)pes"
X
Batted for Nehf in ninth.
home the latter declared they need go
2 no farther and
Boston
(too 002 OHO
they turned to so to
ooo 502 OOx
7 their own home.
An instant later n
Pittsburgh
hit, Carey, revolver harked three times and MalSummary:
McKechnie. Three-bas- e
hits South-wort- donado fell. He declared neither he
Stolen base .1. r. Smith. Sac- or bis brother had done .anything
rifice hits Rawlings, Murphy. Dou- which would warrant even a quarrel
ble play ;Konetchy ami Rawlings. with Lopes. Lopqs is a musician.
Bases on balls Off Sanders 7. Struck
Attendants at St, Joseph's hospitnl
out By Nehf 1, by Cooper 1. Passed said last night Maldonado's condition
ball Schmidt, innings pitched Sun- is unchanged and that he is In a grave
ders 5
condition. Lopes will be held pending
a turning point In the wounded man's
condition.
22.

1

1

0

3
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None out in tenth when winning;
run scored.
Romoii,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

who was

the stomach nt :
o'clock
yesterday morning following a christening ceremony at
Sun .low, died nt midnight last
night. His body was taken to
iiiidertaUiiii;
Strong Brothers'

,':

0
0

x

3
3

Mablonado,

.......

1

Al!.n.H.

SHOT

1

A. K.

0
0
0
0
0

COMRIIfONDINCl

Pittsburgh, July

ten-inni-

4

Timoieo

shot

Carey Stage Batting Exhi
bition; J, C. Smith Steal

1

Bush, bs
Jones, 3b

OF

CONTEST Oil TRIP THROUGHSTOMACH

Bush Has Best of James in
Contest";
First
Results
Kallio's Wildness
in
run in Second Game,

Potrolt.
AB.n.H. PO.

RESULT

BOSTON IN LAST

FROM

DETROIT TIGERS

Ten-inni-

HYDOS

PIRATES DEFEAT

TY

Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charfe of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plash
Lumber
Compai
Albuquerque
NORTH FIRST
Imm

U

STREET

1

TuesdayJuly

FIVE

Albuaueraue Morning Journal,

23, 1918.

r tone from Arms was at Amiens,
with the doctor and nurses frotn. Nesle.
The rel'ef stnff from Ham, Nesle, nnd
Grconurf, with the Society of Friends,
was In Montdidier. A small stock of
supplies, hasiily sent from Nov.m was
at Lnssigny. No.vnn liself bad come
under i be guns and was In the centre
;of feverish activity.
Here, as everywhere else, passenger-raand motor
rinks were evacuating civilians mid
'
eir goods under the general dlrec-- i
of British ollloer and the French
i I'refet
of the llepariiiient of the
Between the third nud fourth
y
in...-- nf ibe battle, Montdidier,
and Nnyon had to he evacuated,
nnd on the tirth day Amiens ratne
within range of the guns uud more
than fifty thousand people left the city
and poured out on to the mads.
The American Bed Cross during this
time had served civilians chiefly, although more than one of Its trucks,
with mattresses placed nt the bottom
to prevent loo much Jolting, had gone
hack and forth, time and ugalii, haul
ing out wounded Tommies and wounded Americans. A portable kitchen. Installed on the exact spot at Compiegne
where .loan of Arc was captured, provided tea, coffee nnd other refreshments to ten thousand soldiers and
civilians daily. At the Bed Cross
hemhpiarters chocolate, figs ami meat
were served to hungry soldiers on pass-
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l.as-slgu-
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ing convoys,

temporary Intlrmnry was Installed
the buffet of the railroad station at
Compiegne to take care of persons
wounded by bombs nnd oilier cases of
wounded men, soldiers or civilians,
while they were waiting lo be sent to
a regular hospital.
Four American
doctors remained at their post until
the lust patient had been removed.
Tlien, wltli assistance, In conjunction
with the French, they established another hospllnl in a secure place. In
two days this hospital contained two
himdred and llfty beds nnd all necessary equipment.
More than once a camion brought In
its last load of helpless old people
from a village where the advancing
columns were so near that slmls from
the machine guns were alreudy palterAt Nlort
ing In the deserted streets.
milk was supplied on an hour's notice
to four hundred people who had bevu
without food for six hours.
The American Bed Cross at Annel
was evneuated with the aid of the hospital burge, and Its patients were lak.
The Daly
en to a place of safely.
Unit, working under the Service de
Sante of the French Army, evacuated
Its patients from a hospital near Compiegne and then offered Its personnel
for soldier canteen service. At Beau-vul- s
a refugee hospital was opened Immediately, with American doctors In
charge. Lodgings were provided for
several hundred fugitives, and the Incessant land ferry service, which had
been Innugnrnteil at
mi the first day of the battle, was continued In the west.
Little Lost by Red Cross.
The Beit Cross stores nt Ham, Nesle
hud been lavishly used
and
for the benefit f.irJJIisJJLttUll.JiliJ1
troops. Whefi the warehouses were
tlnally given; tip there remained In
lliein only a few heavy things, such aa
stoves, thut could not be carried off or
used on the spot, ami some email
stocks of civilian clothing. In dollars
and cents, or lu pounds nnd tons, the
Amerlcuu Bed Cross lost little lu Its
evacuation.
In closing his report the Chief of the
Bureau of Becoustriictlou and Belief,
Acting Field Commander of the American Bed Cross In the War Zone, whose
work of nine months had been swept
away, said with absolute coiilldeuce
and optimism :
"The sume. old needs of shelter, f
clothing, tools, medicines, and the
friendly fellowship which have been
the blood and bone of our work In the
remain.
devastated regions these
The voice of America has been heard
In France. It has been heard more
loudly and more clearly every' day. It
must be heard until we win the victory, and along with the voices of the
fighting men the voices of the builders
must be heard the men of the plough
and pruning hook and saw and hammer and lathe side by aide with the
men of the sword."
A
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ACTED AS DRY LAND FERRIES TO SAFETY.'

THE VILLAGES IN THE THRICE

tated region food, clothing, furniture,
little towns and villages along kitchen utensils, building materials,

By EDWARD EYRE HUNT.

RED CROSS MEN AND
WOMEN AT WORK.
The full story of Just what our
Red Cross Is doing In the Great
Battle now raging In France,

and how it .Is doing it can never
be told In anything like com.
pleteness.
Here Is a snap-sho- t
of the Red
Cross men and women at work-t- wo
In fact. First, a
flash at the work of reconstruction and assistance to the despoiled French people in the
farms and villages of the
Somme, Oise and Alsne Valleys
after the great German retreat
a year ago. The second snapshot Is on the very same scene
In the great battle offensive now
going on.
Contrast the two pictures-o- ne
a picture of rebuilding, after
the retreat of the Huns, the
other the work the Red Cross
men and women are doing, not
only to aid the soldiers themselves, but to save the children,
the women, the aged as they flee
from the readvanclng German
hordes.
snap-shot-

NEW YORKERS NO

I

ALL DOING THEIR

THE

banks of the Somme, tue seed, farm implements, small livestock
Oise, nud the Alsne, were burn- and fowls.
The relief activities of the Ked
ing like bon tiros, and Allied airplanes,
sweeping back from patrols over St Cross, apart from Its house patching
Quentln, plunged through clouds of and repair work, were carried on
black smoke. It was a great but a through French relief societies, or
tragic day for France. The German through groups of Americans who setarmies were In retreat, but they hud tled In the
vllluges, and by personal
taken their revenge by systematically service and the
force of their example
or
house,
burning
blowing up every
breathed life Into the ruined farms.
In
scores
nnd
barn
stable
every
every
One such group was the American
and scores of villages. So It was a Fund for French Wounded at Bleran-courdesert which the victorious French and
in the Alsne. Another was the
British armies occupied the eighteenth
Society of Friends at Golancourt, Hum
of March, 1917.
and Gruny, In the Somme. Another
was the Smith College Itellef Uult ut
Organization of Relief.
Life had come back to the desolated Grecourt, In the Somme. Through
fields and villages In the year which such devoted groups as these goods
had passed sluce the great German were distributed to the destitute, anil
retrent. Slowly and painfully people the Implements for farm labor given
to the able. Along with the relief
And when the Amerihad returned.
can lied Cross sent Its Commission to societies there was.un Important moveEurope last year, almost Its first ment to organize agricultural
societies in the devastated region.
thought was how It could help these
people. When the Department of Civil Almost one hundred agricultural
were In existence; the French
Affairs was created Its director, Homer
government rented them American
Folks, formed a Bureau of Reconstruction and Relief to tackle this problem. tractor plows, and the Bed Cross
Several relief departments were estab- bought them flocks of sheep and
lished with headquarters In the war quantities of seed for planting.
That was the situation one year to
warehouses
zone; It located front-lin- e
at Arras. Ham, Noyon and Solssons a day since the Germans were driven
of the Germans; It back to the Hlndenburg line from the
within cannon-sho- t
secured remarkable Held workcs, and burning villages In the Somme, the
at the heart of the destruction wrought Oise, and the Alsne. A week later,
by the Germans, In the valley of the every trace of this work was blotted
river Somme, It began patching up out; the Germans had again occupied
bouses and stables for the returning the terrain which for ."strategic" rea
peasants. It ahluped lulo the Jcvau- - I sons they had evacuated o yvsr before.
t,

assu-clutio-

there. Before this rally of every home out of windows and fluttering from
worker has been carried on many poles and pinons all over this town,
months, it Is inedicted that not only following the great celebration of Bas-til- e
will every patriotic pusher be organ
day last week. High as this sister
ized systematically, but few dodgers nation has stood in the estimation of
of their duties will fail to have their New Yorkers ever since the first hour
shortcomings forcibly called to their of the world war, its homage has risen
even higher a trifle- with this first
attention.
fete to France here, that has set the
Hearst Harbingers,
city waving Its colors to the
Foreshadowing a fierce fight be- whole
tween conservatives and radicals all tune of the tyarsellaise. There may be
over this state, the impending possi- a few people in this city who are not
bility of the nomination of William H. wildly, enthusiastic over the French
Hearst to head the democratic ticket nation but no one has happened to
is now alarming every advocate of po- see them around yet.
litical peace in wartime. Already each
Working Women.
Since the sight of a man behind a
niopjed interest here Is preparing to
put every ounce of its interest betjlnd ticket window has become as aston
the gubernatorial opponent of this in- Ishing as was the first face of a worn
spiring exponent of radicalism, while an there a year ago, this town Is now
every socialist, labor leader and radi- thoroughly accustomed to the new
cal is rallylrtft to stump the state be- order of female service at light labor
When more nwn are
hind him. Unless some unknown pow- everywhere.
er 'ca,n force Hearst to call off his called to the colors and a winter of
carefully planned campaign for gov- most vital war work sets In, it Is
ernor of the Empire state, the oldest predicted that few men under middle
observers of politics here assert that age will be seen at work anywhere. If
the whole commonwealth will be the gentle sex can keep on getting
shaken by a strife such as has rarely away with almost every formerly male
been experienced here politically, Job, no one can see Just what use a
even In times of peace.
man can be around these parts, except
''
to take a gun and go abroad.
Sugar Short.
With clubs, hotels and the larger
restaurants now limited to a few
LLEWELLYN'S SON ON '
pounds of sugar .each 'day for their
hundreds of patrons, the short sugar BOARD U. S. S. SAN DIEGO
bowl Is everywhere being chased and
scraped by the most expensive dinfrs-ou- t IseaeiAL coaaaaaoNDSNCs to monin
,oukl'
all over town. In smaller eating
Santa Fe, July
22. Theodore
Joints and about the home tables here Roosevelt
son
of
MaJ.
Llewellyn,
the ban on sweet-tooth- s
has not yet Mrs. William IT. IT T.lnivntlvn. and
become so marked, although the
those on board of the criiie-- r
housewives are beginning to be hard anions;
San Diego when she sank off Fire Isput to it to satisfy the family taste land. It Is not known yet whether
for sweetening. Before many months Llewellyn was
among 'those savpd.
have gone by, it is prophesied by some
Llewellyn, who served with
closest in touch with the food admin- Major
the Rough Riders and was
of
istration, that few' breakfasts will the legislative hoiiaa. la at speaker
Vnrt Bal
know sweet coffee, or few deserts or den, where Mrs.
Llewellyn Is at 811.
sugared sauces decorate any table ver uuy and Santa Rita on Eastern
hereabouts, e
Star business In her capacity of grand
; French Flags. ,
'
j
Almost as insistently us did Olofy, worthy matron.
Is now peeping
the French
Journal Want Ada bring results.
-
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Has Thousands of
Slackers Who Continue to
Live Their Luxurious Easy
Lives, is Claim,

Metropolis

(BPICIAL eORHESPONDINCa

TO MOWNINII

JOUftNAU

New York, July 22. To enlist every
man, ' woman and child throughout
Greater New York in the stay-at- home army that most fight to sup
port our real fighters in France, lead
era of every creed, race, class and par
ty are today setting on foot a mighty
movement among the people of every
Bection of this metropolis. While most
New Yorkers who cannot face the en
emy behind a gun are working day
nnd night to back the boys who ar
offering their lives to sprotect them,
It Is known that thousands of Goth- am slackers are continuing to live
'their luxurious, easy lives
undis
turbed by any effort to help save food
fuel and money for our army over
MOTHER GRAY'S POWDERS
BENEFIT MANY CHILDREN

t

;

l

w.

ThouMiiiJi of motben bare found Motlw
UrT' Sweet Powdera an excellent remedy for
children complaining of heailaolie, colda,
stomach troubles and bowel Irregularities from which children suffer. They areeaay
.
Y.
I I,
urf nlH.intt.i.1..
complialied hv thwir nee. funt bttmnthtrt fur SO '
ma uj vnijcgisia eTerjrwuere, w casts.
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FOUGHT OVER BATTLEFIELD.

PERSONAL BEL0N4INU3

PURINQ THE LAST PRIVE,

Story of the Destruction.
The desecrated
lauds were Jusf
springing to life again. The Urt
sprouts of spring wheat carpeted the
valleys; daffodils waved in the wind;
the fragrance of cherry blossoms bung
in the air. In the crlspness of the
early morning gangs of French work'
men In the two big Bed Cross barracks were Just getting ready to go
r
to their work whon the British
came in. "We must evacuate
your workmen across the Summe," he
said. "All civilians are to be scut beyond the river at once."
Civilians from Neighboring towns
were herded together with their hand
baggage and livestock. The rapidity
with which the order was executed
was olinost Incredible. The two motor
trucks which belonged to the construction camp were hutitlly placed at the
dlsposul of the population, unil a sort
of
ferry service was established back and forth to the bridges
over the river Soirmie. American military engineers bad built those bridges
for the British army. 'J'Iip American
relief staff In he town of Ham. began
an Immediate evacuation of Its small
store of supplies; Its curs organised a
ferry service and carried exhausted
civilians he.vond the danger zone. The
chauffeurs drove ngnin uud oguln Into
the bombarded towns to bring out the
Inst remaining families. One of the
cbuuffeurs in a ciimlonette drove Into
Ham with three lint llres on broken-dowspr'iiipn and carried out six
wounded Iiritlsli soldier.
Tli staff slid tl
lU'tiMid '!vil- Town-Majo-

dry-lan-

n

io

ENEMY PRES S

VKICK ULfUuLECi

luns from Ham were withdraw u first
to Nesle, and then to Knye. At Nesle,
the American Bed Cross bad Moragc
facilities In two wooden barracks, utid
Its stock of food nnd condensed milk
were of Immediate vulue lo tin refugees nnd the wounded soldiers (streaming in from Ham. A small but Important children's hospital also '.vns at
Nesle, In a brick bouse culled the
I'uvlllon JofTre.
The docier,- the
nurses and their patients were evacuated to l!o.ve, where they Installed
themselves In u small civil hospital
belonging lo the Secours d'Lrgenee,
and where that night they received
wounded soldiers. The following Uuy
they were evacuated to Amlem.
The British and American Society
of Friends, In close ulllllutlnn with the
American Bed Cross, reported themselves and their cars Immediately to
the relief delegates In their districts.
These noncombutants worked under
shcllHre without sleep, without rest,
day after day nnd nil the nights. The
Philadelphia Unit, nt Viilcipilcr-Au- .
mont, did similar service.
The Bleraucourt Unit used their
to capacity in evacuating
civilians from the villages northeast
of them.
On the third day of the battle the
Uult Itself was forced to leave Blerau
court. At oue octock In the morning
where althey went to
ready they hud established their of
fices and their movable goods. The orphans whom they hud adopted werp
taken even further from the lines, to
VlllerfCtHiHreU.

IHSISTEt) ON CiAVING

At the rati heads the refugees sat
among their bundles, families huddled
together fearful of being separated In
the hustle, their feather-bedand often
their rabbits and n goat pressed close
to them. They were dulled by the
noise and by their own weariness. The
only activity was caused by the Americans, each of whom Insisted on finding
"my people." and collecting them so
that lie might better attend to their
wants. "I'etlls peres," mi old woman
called them.
From the human side the evnciinllon
Is, ami always will be, Indescribable.
It was a vast lava Ihnv of men, ani10
mals' anil materials.
very little country road and every hlghwny was
Jammed with the endless lines of
camions moving back the aviation
camps, pulling out Immense guns, salvaging military supplies of all sorts,
and at the same time removing the
civilians anil their little possessions.
The refugees In their weak misery,
and the sol Hers In their grim calmness, passed each other on the roads;
the one moving forward to stop the
invaders, the other fleeing hack tow
snfety. The fugitives carried, as best
they could, their valuables, seeking
safet.", and the younger men of their
race bearing heavy equipment, went
tjuletly towards the maelstrom. It was
like some mediaeval pageant, for the
weak and the strong, the dazed and
the keen nil bore spring llowers, yellow daffodils or pale anemones, which
they gathered os they went along.
Splendid Emergency Relief.
On the third day of the battle the
s
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ARTESIA

WOMAN THROWN
FROM AUTO SUCCUMBS
TO INJURIES DECEIVED

OF SWEDEN SEES

"

'

laesoui siepAraM 10 hornin

iounnam

GQURAUD THANKS

IN 10 HO

Artesia, N, M., July 22. Mrs. Kate
Lawrence of this place was thrown
from an auto yesterday afternoon nnd
received injuries from which she died
ALLIED
BACK
a rcw nours later. With a party she
was on her way to the mountuins and
while traveling rapidly over a rough
place in the vicinity of the Penasco
rav MoaNiaa jouaitAL apieiAL lsasbd wmsi
river she was thrown out of the car
London, July 22 (via Ottawa). A and down a
Paris, July 22. General Gauraud,
embankment. She
from
Stockholm today says was brought back to Artesia and died the commander on the front east of
dispatch
that the
press of Swe'den In her own home. She was a widow, Khelms, where the Germans in their
does not attempt to minimize the im- 65 years old and lived alone, her chil- offensive were stopped by a stone wall
defense, Issued the following to his
dren being grown and married.
portance of the allied advance.
The Dagens Nyheter says that the
army the day after the German offensive was checked.
German recrossing '.of the Marne
marks the complete relinquishment of SOLDIERS MUST NOT
soldiers of the Fourth
("To the
the great offensive and admits Its failarmy: On July 14 you crushed the efWRITE
TO
STRANGERS
ure, All abortive explanations from
fort of fifteen German divisions
d
Berlin, It says, cannot alter the fact
by ten more. Their orders
and nobody will credit the statement ia.aciak eoaatarof hnci to monnins joumhau were to reach the Marno that evening.
Washington. July 22. The dunge You
thot the German high command has
them Just where we de
of valuable military information be- cided stopped
achieved its aim.
to engage them and win the
On the other hand the importance ing communicated to the enemy, was battle.
the explanation given at the war dee
of the success of the French
"You have tho
to be proud,
cannot be estimated, accordpartment today for an order forbid- you heroic infantryright
machine gunners
all
officers
men
corand
from
ding
The
ing to the Stockholm
papers.
of advanced positions who gave the
success was prepared for and made responding with strangers.
that tho attack had been begun
"Efforts nre constantly being made signal
possible, they point out, by the
and broke it up; you aviators who
method of "clastlo
defense," which by strangers," the order declared, flew overhead;
you battalions and
the Germans claimed was their spec- "and soldiers with whom they cor- batteries who crushed It; yoii of the
ialty and which was' applied by the respond, In most cases innocently staffs who so carefully prepared the
enough, but tho opportunity which battle field.
French,
might be offered to a wholesale prop"It Is a hard blow for the enemy
Bandits Selio America its.
aganda by well organized groups of and it is a splendid day for France.
is
obvious."
enemy1
sympathizers
I count upon you for the same result
Eagle Pass, Tex., July 22. Two
Americans were captured by Mexican
whenever the enemy dares attack you,
OH
Law.
Modifying
bandits headed by Felipe Muzqulz, it
and with all my heart as a soldier I
was learned today. One of the men
Washington, July 22. Acting Sec- thank you."
is Naw Malone, foreman of Pedra de retary of State polk announced today
Blanca ranch, for whom $5,000 ran- that lawyers In Mexico City are work- THREATENED GENERAL
som Is asked, and the other Is Sam ing on a modification of the new MexSTRIKE IS AVERTED
Barksdale, taken at Valencia San Mi- ican laws regarding oil properties
of the United
guel.- Mexican troops are pursuing owned by citizens
the bandits into the Bierra mountains. States and the tax rate on them. A
lV MORNINa JOUaNAL
L....O WIS.
definite decision Is expected early in
Montreal, July 22. The threatened
"Two-Bit"
Join the
Red Cnxsi Club. August.
of
general strike
railway shopmen In

VICHY

THE ENEMY

ot

".

Canada has been averted. It was announced today.
Intervention of the railway depart,
ment of the American Federation of
Labor and adoption of the McAdoo
wage schedule, with amendments,
averting the strike. Western repre.
scntatlves, however, declare that a
strike will be called, notwithstanding
the decision of the eastern
Edwin A. Brown, Denver sociologist
and millionaire, has announced that
as a measure of wartime economy he
twill wear only suits of blue Jeans until the war ends. He has appeared
In his new garb at Sunday services.
The organ is a very ancient Instrument, its invention being credited
to Cteslbius of Alexandria, a barber
of the Egyptian city, in 250 B. C.

GIRLS!

USE LEMONS
FOR SUNBURN, TAN

counter-offensiv-

...v

.

Try Itl Make this lemon lotion
to whiten your tanned or
freckled skin.
Squeeze the juice of two lemons
Into a bottle containing three ounces
of Orchard JVhlte, shake well, and
you have a quarter pint of the best
freckle, sunburn and tan lotion, and
complexion whitener, at very, very
small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and
any drug; store or toilet counter will
ounces
of Orchard
supply three
White for a few cents. Massage this
Bweetly fragrant lotion Into the face,
neck, arms and hands and see how
quickly the freckles, sunburn,' wind-bur- n

and tan disappear and how
clear, sort and white the skin be- cornea, Yea! It la harmless,
.
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"KOTTI.'.V1 AMKKICA.
The Germans no longer insult the
"Idiotic Yankees" with their praise.
Kvidently the German Press has been
set upon us, ami evidently it finds the
tut;k of (slandering the people whom
it formerly beslavered particularly
congenial.
The sneer of the German minister
of war at our troops already In the field
is repeated and envenomed, as doubtless General von Stein intended it
to lie.
He informed tho relchstag that we
ore greatly inferior In number and
strength to what the German general
staff expected, and those already engaged had suffered the same fate as
the French, and that the rest were
''on quiet sectors."
The Cologne Gazette takes up the
theme with zist. It contrasts the
"boasts'" of America, "who'would like
to crush us with figures," and her
at the
"very modest achievements
front," upon which, with characteristic pefidy, it suggests that English and
French judgments speak for
The inuendoes of the war minister
and of the obsequious German Jour
If the Germans
nal are
JwaULq.-kuij.wwhat the allies thin
,of American achievements, they have
but to read tho telegrams, between
Tresident Wilson and President I'oin-car- e
exchanged recently and to study
the French communiques.
The Elbe at the Quality of the
American soldiers is best answered
by the success with which they have
beaten tho enemy in repeated engagements on the
front,
as they had previously beaten him at
Cantigny, and the past week in the
fighting between the Alsno nnd the
Marnft. These are relatively small
no doubt, but, as the Cologne
Gazette Bays, "America at the front has
made the acquaintance of us Ger.

Torcy-Bouresch-

,

mans." It has and the acquaintance

lias been much more intimate than the
Germans liked. They will like it even
less as It extends and develops.
nut the Germans are not content to
calumniate the soldiers who have defeated them. They pour abuse upon
President Wilson and traduce the
Btate and the nation, exactly as they
slandered Great Britain and her leaders at the beginning of the war. The
"extraordinary hypocrisy" and the
"meanness" of American policy move
the "disgust" of the inspired Journal,
Just as these qualities In England's
policy aroused Its moral indignation
when It was still toadying the United
States.
The American people, it particularly
Insists, share the guilt "of their president." They are thoroughly "rotten"
and incompetent, and in spite of all
their wealth they have tho cultivation,
the manners, and the thoughts of an

upstart. They are a parvenu nation
was unheard
y
though
of for a century after our own indemore
pendence; and, what Is still
modest,
simple,
to
the
honest,
grievous
German soul, this parvenu Is one of
Cologne
the worst - of Tarfutes-th- e
Gasiette has to borrow a French word
character,
for this so
Now this Is the time for this ungrateful profligate to be strafed. The
German arms must be "better known
and appreciated in the home of the
Tankee."
So the
against which we
to protest on the
hardihood
had the
pretext of humanity, are now sinking
American ships in American waters,
a'nd the newspaper exults In this use
of "our war weapons." It is right and
fnlr "to give the friends of humanity
at homo an exhibition of what war
looks like and what war means." The
Americans havo been spared hitherto,
hut "now thef shall feci our fist."
This Is the moreexpedient because
"all that Wilson's people and state can
is opproduce in the way of an army
Prussia-German-

ts

'

.

;

5
posing us."
We shall sea. In the meanwhile
sentiments of the kind are a mOBt useful and timely Illustration of the conMr.
suming vanity and pride In which
lanstng sees the root of the 'Trus-gtanlstho associated democracies
must destroy.
v.
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It is difficult to understand the
working of the German mind that ordered the attack on the American
coast
barges off the Massachusetts
Sunday. There was nothing to be
gained by the enemy. Two of the craft
were empty .and a third carried stone.
It Is probable that the actual loss to
the American owners was accounted
exceptionally small.
Reports indicate that the Germans
did not hesitate to fire on the ir
of the tug which had the barges in
tow, even though there were women
and children on board. If their pur
pose Is to terrorize shipping in the
north Atlantic the Germans huve so
far made but small headway.
In
The activities, of the
American waters is one of the best ex
amples of Its gradually lessening field
of use. No transports or big merchant
ships have been successfully attacked
and while It is not improbable that
the Germans will sink a big vessel
from time to time, they have been hav
ing discouraging luck In their under
sea campaigns since the allies devel
oped the convoy system.
As long as the enemy raiders have
to content themselves with stone barg'
es nnd small tugs, the United States
will not waste much sleep over them
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for credit must be
THE foundation
long- before the credit is need-- i
-

ed, for it is dependentupon character and reputation and these are
based on knowledge and associaion.

Young men will find a connection with this Bank
and
decidedly helpful. Through lis willing
helpful counsel along sound banking lines, they may prepare themselves for future opportunities.
Give us your account and let us give you our cordial service.

The Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
"The Bank of Personal Service"
ALBUQUERQUE,. N. M.

War Savings Stamps

If all the puns perpetrated
nection with General Pershing being
made a Knight of tho Order of Path
were collected, they would reach from
Hoston to Valparaiso, Ind.
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Amazing Story of Dr.
Rumely, An American,
Who Became a German
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person
have offered to take crippled soldiers
into their service as watchmen, mes
sengers, and in positions of similar
character. While the spirit in which
thrsn offers are mado is appreciated,
they conflict with the policy of the
medical department of the army.
From the time a wounded soldier is
taken to the field hospital he Is encouraged to understand that the seriousness of his wounds will not render him worthless for useful work.
The work of reconstructing him both
on
physically and mentally Is carried
simultaneously.
At the present time there are many
ntho army hospitals in this
soldiers
country who have been crippled in the
courso of duty. In mony cases these
men are receiving the preliminary
training which will be finished by the
civil boards authorized to continue tho
work begun by the surgeon general.
(Copyright, 3 918, tho New York Herald Co. All rithts reserved.)
It Is hoped that "business men in
(Copyright, Canada, by tho New York Herald Co.)
men
trained
these
general will accept
on an equal footing with men who
INSTALLMENT VI.
Due
the attendant explained. "This
have not been crippb'd. These men
I recognized Captain Albert
in Goldcnes Uuch dcr Deuisohtn
in!
will receive a training which will make
Amorika
the Golden Book of Gerthem competent In the trade or pro- stantly, although Dr. itumcly had in
troduced him as "Dr. Albreeht." His mans in America and after tho expofession which they elect to follow.
haughty, military bearing, tho scars sition these sheets will be bound toof his Heidelberg duels that only gether in n irre.'lt vnlnmn nn.l tirnuanf- with
of
natives
Algeria bury
The
served to emphasize and bring out tho ed to our kaiser as a token of remem- -'
them.
used
by
the dead tho medicines
strong, clean cut lines of bis features, brance from his absent sons."
Which may or may not be a commenmake his face one that it Is Impossible
Hundreds of thousands of names
were inscribed 'In the book; each pertary on the efficacy of the medicines. to forget.
"I am glad to see you again," I said. son signing was required to inscribe
TO EN LIST F.VKKY DOCTOTt.
"It is now eleven years since we met." also his American address and the
Captain Albeit, appeared puzzled. part of Germany from which he or his
As a first step In a nationwide cam- "Were you then in Berlin?" ho asked. ancestors come. It was of this "Gold-ene- s
"No, you wero In America," 1 reIluch" that I thought, as I repaign to enroll every doctor in the
United States in tho medical reserve plied. Whatever his answer, it was called my earlier meetings with Capin the general conversation, us tain Albert. .How many of them did
corps of the army, tho naval reserve lost
Dr. Kumely and Dr. Dernburg were the kaiser count now as his
supportforce, or the volunteer medical service
ers in America?by this time talking rapidly..
corps members of the committees of
breakWe
the
at
seated
ourselves
Breakfast over, we got down to bus
the medical section, council of na- fast
table, utter a wait of a few minAl-- J
tional defense, for the states of New utes for an expected sixth guest; iness. Dr, Dernburg and Captain
belt seated themselves on a sofa at
Delsomeone whose nanio was mentioned one end of the
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
room; Dr. Rumely ocaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Vir- but who did not appear and whom
cupied a chair near the middle;
of
Columbia,
excelwas
now
an
District
not
do
identify. It
ginia and the
Lumbin ami myself made ourselves
met in Washington Thursday. At this lent breakfast, of many courses nil comfortable In adjoining chairs at
diswas
coffee
coffee.
but the
The
typi- tho
meeting the state representatives
opposite end of the room. Cigars
cussed with the representatives of tho cally German.
and cigarettes were handed about.
converwas
much rapid fire
There
"What's this oil about?" Lambin
council of national defense details of sation across tho breakfast
table. 1
to me.
the plan to be followed.
do not remember much of It, for my whispered
"Search me!" I rejoined. "Let's
This meeting is the first of a series, mind was busy trying to piece together
the United States having been divided what I knew about captain Albert. He slick it out and see." We did not have
had seemed surprised that I remem- long to wait.
into eight groups.
Dr. Dernburg, Dr. Rumely explainThe work will be sudivided among bered seeing him in America in 1804.
ed, was himself a newspaper man; his
the state and county representatives Surely, many thousands of people father had founded
one of the great
namust have met him at that time
of the medical section, council of
was there aiout his previous newspapers of Berlin. Wo might, .he
what
every
and
state,
in
each
tional defense,
some valuable suggestso activities in tho United States that thought, get
doctor In the country who has not
H an annoyance to him to have ions about running a newspaper from
made
for
him.
far done so will be asked to apply
them recalled at this time?
Lambin Subjected to Examination.
membership in the medical reserve
Breakfast on significant Dale.
Dr. Dernburg began at once to ask
It must be remembered that on the
corps.
Eligible to the volunteer medical dale of this breakfast, the first week questions. Captain Albert occasionally
service corps aro all those who would In May, 1315, nothing had occurred Interposed with an Inquiry of his own
beTho questions were asked principally
be eligible to the medical reserve corps to disturb the friendly relations
of Ijtimhin, and related to the finan
and
tween
United
the
Stales
of
Germany.
over
the
age
were It not for being
Public
as to the merits of cial management of newspapers. ThsJ
D5, physical
disability, community or the waropinion
was divided in the east subject is one upon which Mr. Lambdependents.
Institutional
need, or
in the west in is an expert and an enthusiast, and
strongly
in
the
are
eligible
Women doctors
Dr. in a few minutes he was explaining
preponderantly
medical service corps.
Dernburg was circulating freely in detail methods of bookkeeping,
about the United States, ostensibly as the cost of white paper and the hunNew York stores are employing the representative of the German Red dreds of other technical phases of
women floor walkers, tho preference Cross, lecturing in crowded halls to newspaper production.
married audiences that cheered his references
Fo rtwo or three hours the questbeing given to those who are
to the success of German arms. Atten ioning of Lambin continued. Then
on the ground, supposedly, that they
tion had not been focused upon the Dr. Dernburg turned to me and asked
havo had experience.
activities of von Bornstorff, von
many questions about the editorial
Boy-E- d
and the rest of tho crim- cost of newspaper making, methods of
BISMARCK.
inal crew that were doing the kaiser's organizing newspaper staffs, tho coldirty work in America. Captain Al- lection of news, the press associations,
propIt has been a part of German,
bert's name had hardly been men- and particularly ways in which edintioned publicly in any connection. itors determine
aganda in America to have German
public sentiment ' and
stitutions and individuals perpetuated The people of the United States were appeal to it.
was
them.
goin
of
for
utter
what
streets
Ignorance
"'low far can a newspaper go
by naming cities and
of ing on among them.
against public sentiment?" was' the
The city of Bismarck, capital
was
moment
The
Lusitania
thatf
at
gist of one of his questions. Not very
North Dakota, Is a notable example.
not still In
raciqg eastward to- fur, 1 told him, If It were run as a
Bismarck people, however, are
not
doom!
ward
America
had
her
yet
and
newspaper and not as an organ. I exproud of the name of their city the found her soul.
plained too, that newspapers which
with
are taking legal action to have
Captain were
Mynrevlous meeting
"organs" for special' interests
name changed to something more ap- Aineri naa Deen at me m. i.uuis were not
regarded in
very highly
In 1904. I remembered
World's
fair
propriate.
America.
BisTheo-do- r
and
Dr.
a
is
dinner given by
long
vividly
But the way of law
"How would you go trbout It," he
so
Lewald, the German Imperial
marck citizens tired of watting,
"to interest the public In someasked,
to
Sir
to
commissioner
the exposition,
direct action.
that
was unpopular?"
thing
they decided on a little
Gilzean-Ueaeditor
on
the
then
Hugh
"l ine good way is to attack it ediTh. result was that a big sign
of. the Manchester Guardian. All the
name
the
torially," i said. "Thflf influence of
the railroad station hearing
thlF newspaper representatives in St. Louis.1 newspaper editorials
less
Is much
of the town, was torn down and
wero invited, and It happened that
"To
than editors generally believe, and
appropriate legend substituted: w..-di- d sat opposite Captain Albert, whose In- their
readers are quite likely to, take
terest in American Journalism was
hell with this blockheacieu nun.
even then discernible from the ques- the opposite viewpoint." This was, of
he ever do for us?"
course, an intentional exaggeration,
Not aesthetic, perhaps, hut concise tions he asked of the men about him. roy
purpose belng,to Implant the sugexI remembered, too, Captain Albert's
a
good
and
pretty
and to the point,
German gestion in Dr. Rumely's mind, especthe
in
that
tho
interest
work
the
ample of how Bismarck regards
commission was doing, of registering ially, that if he were contemplating
Germans.
This work the advocacy of the .Germany causa
the
was directly under Captain Albert's on tho editorial page' of the Mall he
tho
A British destroyer called
charge. In a room in the great Ger- would damage it rather than help "it.
Marne has sunk a Oerman submarine. man pavilion was a table with chairs,
Hcinliiirg Becomes Insistent.
"But suppose you wanted people to
Tha t name Is a Jonah to the Germans. pens and ink, and to those who visited
the place an attendant presented folio know about something they were preSafes for seagoing vessels that will sheets like the pages of a hotel regis- judiced against?" persisted Dr. Dern,
burg.
float when a craft sinks have been ' In ter for their signatures.
"What for instance?" I Inquired.
vented In Europe.
"Only if you, lira of German, blood,"
. ,
1
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us say myself,"
replied
wilh a smile.
"That would be easy," I answered
him, "I would print what you had to
say, just as you saM it, as news. Then
I would
print an editorial calling attention to the news item and pointing
out with emphasis that the excellent
Dr. Dernburg had made an ass of
himself again and that tho public
could see for itself what a fool he
must be to think that the American
people would ever fall for his sort
of

I

. ri

r

(Front Hie Wclmor Tagcblalt.)
Deputy Leber stated that in the
house of refuge at Tiefenort a large
number of children were taken ill, anci
many of them died. The medical evidence showed that illness was due to

insufficient nourishment.
Ho declared that tho house father
Henry Gelpel, not only forbade visitors to bring presents for the children, but made the visits Impossible,
and the miiMstry agreed to these regulations. The children, driven desperate by hunger, had plundered the pantry of the institution.
At tho morgue Heir Leber saw bodies of children reduced to skeletons
by starvation.

that eczema.1

Pack up some Resinol OintmenT in
his "old kit bag." Nothing is too good
for liirn, and lie will need it "over
there" where exposure, vermin, contagions, and the exigencies of a soldier's
life cause all sorts of skin irritation,
itching, sore feet and suffering.

propaganda."

Captain Albert frowned,' Dr. Rumely looked decidedly uneasy. Dr. Dernburg, the only one of the trio with a
sense of humor, saw tho point and
laughed heartily.
During the morning one or two other men, whose names I did not clearly get at the time but who were obviously German, came in und went out
of the room. One, a short, thickset
man with a Kaiserlischer Schnurrbert
remained for an hour or so, listening
but, taking no appreciable part in the
conversation.
It was well afternoon
before we left, Dr. Rumely, Mr.
Uimbin and myself; the breakfast
dishes were still on the table.
Itumcly Praisct- Horn burl's Rwoii'...
"Dr. Dernburg is a wonderful man,'1
said Dr. Rumely, as we drove away.
"He Is the mu.'n who reorganized the
colonial polic y, of the German empire.
The only thing in which England has
been more successful than Germany
is In the management of her colonies.
Dr. Dernburg visited all the Knglish
colonies and studied Knglish methods
and was able to bring about great reforms in tho German methods when
he became minister for the colonies."
"But what did he do with the Evening Mail?" I asked. .
"Oh, nothing
nothing at all," replied Dr. Rumely. "He Is simply a
friend. Naturally he is interested in
any effort to establish a neutral paper
-

The good Dr. Dernburg was very?)
much interested, it seemed to me. As
soon as Lambkin and I were alone together we began asking each other
what it was all about. When we
joined Mr. McClure later, wo told him
all about the breakfast party. He was
greatly disturbed.
"I am under contract to Dr. Rumely," hn said, "but I shall break my contract if he is getting German money in
this venture, t have perfect confidence in him and shall ask him about
it. I know he will tell me the truth."
Mr. MeCluro later reported to me
that he knew the source of every dollar of money that was to be invested
in the Mail and that it was all American money and ownel by American
citizens.
I asked Dr. Rumely the direct question again: "Is the German government putting any money into the
purchase of the Mail.
IHM'lares Aid In From Americans,
"There is not a dollar going In except from American sources," he replied. "It Will be an American newspaper owned by American citizens.
Every stockholder and every director
will be an American citizen. Of
course, there will be some interests
that are friendly to Germany, but they
will not exercise any control of the
paper's policies.'"
about
The more Lambin and
the matter with each other, the more
puzzled We both were; there was great
difficulty in reconciling the visit to
Dernburg's apartment with the statements made to us about the financial
control of the paper. Up to this time
ther fcad been no public intimation
that the Evening Mall was to change
hands. At this time, indeed, as I
learned later, Mr. Stoddard did not
believe he would be able to raise the
.
money required. ..
Late that afternoon Dr. Rumoly met
me by appointment in the Hole) .Manhattan. "I am ready to sign a binding
contract for your services," he said.
. I had' been given the "once-over- "
and pronounced safe!
It. was too Interesting a situation to
remain out of. Besides, while I might
find It impossible, to do very much for
my country on the inside, I certainly
could do nothing from the outside, so
far as the Evening Mall was concerned. We bad previously come to a
'

''';'.

esihol
surely did relieve
Resinol Ointment stops Itching almost instantly.
It heals little sores before they can become bi(
ones. It assures skin cotniort.
For salt by all tUaltrs.

terms, so a
tentative agreement
contract was quickly drawn up and
signed by Dr. Rumely on behalf of a
corporation yet to be organized.
I took a fast train for Chicago the
following day. Friday morning, May
7, I got my business affairs in Chicago
quickly into shape and severed my
connections in that city, as Dr. Rumely had urged that I close things up
there as quickly us possible; the Mall
might be taken over any day.
"Liinllanin TorpedowL"
(The next article In this series will
tell of the actual transfer of the Evening Mail to Dr. Rumely's control.)!
on

"IX
'the officers reserve training camp at
tho Presidio at Pan Francisco, being
one of the men chosen from among
volunteers to represent Leland Stanford university, in which institution
he is a senior.
The training camp,' which began
yesterday to give sixty days of intensive training, consists of 1,200 men,
all of them picked from faculties and
higher classes of western universities.
The graduates of the camp will bo
given certificates as assistant

FE YOUTH MEMBER
for
institutions
RESERVE TRAINING STAFF throughout the military
United States and are

SANTA

PCIAL CODRESPONOENCK

part of the military

TO MONNINfl

of the

forces

United States.

JOURNAL)

Santa Fe, July 22. Though only 19
years old, John K. S. Walter, a Santa
The lung motor is an air pump
Fe high school graduate, was yes- which Is used to start tho breathing
babies.
terday was sworn in as a member of in newly-bor- n

oMifxiamu
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Fine Finishes

for Fine Homes
The finish of your woodwork should bring out the beauty
of the grain and preserve the soft tones of the wood. A
varnish of supreme quality will secure beautiful aM permanent cCects on any wood, enriching pine, oak, cypress or
'
!
, mahogany.

HARRISONS

Vitrolac Varnish
or

should be your first choice when decorating a new house
revarnishing an old one. It will give brilliant and, durable
v
finish on woodwork, doors and window frames.

i

,

,

i

There is a Vitrolac Varnish for every purpose in interior
Ask the Ilarrison
decoration, each the best of its kind.
dealer for information about the particular finish you need.
FOR SALE BY

J. KORBER & CO.
"Albuquerque
Phone 878.

Store."'

'

1

220 North Second.

'

nraiTaiinfaiimtimm
.fl.';i'j

Big Hardware
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FOR SALE
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We have n new Washing Mawe
chine for $S.50.
frame, modern.. 2
smiailx
CLOSE M
want to buy your old furniture
sleeping porches, cmuiHetoly furFlvo-rooHlgh-IhikIn
frame
cottage
nished, suitable for 2 families,
hotiso with bath and elecon car lino. Fifty foot lot,
STOLEN.
rents for $30.00 per month; rl
Sals, Mffi'itena
The Star Furniture Co.
and
4
sidewalks,
tric
outbuildings
garage,
blocks
lights,
from
only
FAVORABLE
STOLEN
ward.
From number 60 in 5 mllo 1111c
100
Phone
terms.
lift Wet Gold
good
easy
$2,000;
neighbors;
1 double sot of new
want
If
a small home
you
Athuiiitcrquo,
cement Mock
heavy $1.750
leather harness, chain ends. The
find shingle resilience, hardwood close. in it will pay you to see this.
rooms
and
Four
bath,
glazed
large
Association of 100 rcently nrgnniacd with offlooiH, hot air furnace, corner lot,
& CO.
The price its right. See
and screened sleeping porch. Four
fices at No. UM South Third, Phone 141 J.
good location, Fourth ward.
offers llofl reward for the recovery of the $2,100.
INSURANCE
AG1.NTS
HUE
4 room
blocks from West Central. Close
adobe.
FOR SAr,.E
shingle bungalow,
property 'and for Information leading to
modern, built-ifeatures, hardwood
In. Some cash and $13 per month
Tlilrd ami Gold
house, with slcppinsr porcl), on
the conviction of tho thieves.
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch, HEAL E STATU, FIRE
are requested to list art stolen property with
will handle. It will' pay you to
ltt coiitalnlniT fruit trees,
INSURANCE,
garage; 4th. ward.
the Association.
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
$2,500.
stuccoed bungalow In
graties, etc. A nico home
LOAN 3.
and will sacrifice. See National
for a small fsnilly.
CIIAS.
Heights, modern, fire- Phone 166.
216 West Gold.
Despite Good News From sterling 60 tUiy bills, 4.72 per cent University
.
place.
5 rooms,
Investment Co., 102 North Third.
MANN. Old Albuquertiue, N; M.
porches, good location.
V,
$3,500
story, brick, stuc1'rlr-the Front, Securities Drop conitnercial 60 day bills, 4.71 per coed,
only $2,200; good terms; it is
FOR REiTl Dwelling.
large living room with firecent; demand, 4.75
per cent;
a snap.
1
South
Seventh.
place,
to 3 Points Under Profes- cables, 4.76
per cent.
T4ortn.
stuccoed bungalow,
R MofMoilAN
Bar silver and Mexican dollars, un- $3,000.
FOR SALL rvriecelianeous.
SIO W. UaM. n.one M7.
modern, hardwood floors, garago; Kult KtS.NT
sional Pressure,
fuTmsld
huuso
Fire
changed.
and
Auto
Insurance.
close
in.
moUsrii.
publbi
Notary
919
Highlands,
North
Fourth.
Underwood Typewriter
Time loans Strong. Sixty days, 6
VOU
BAi.l-u7H:u77o7hTd
Alfalta. W10110
per cent bid; 90 days, 6 per cent bid;
Style No. 4, In first class
UV MOSNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LIASSO WISS
house;
1300
porch.
Inquire
North
FOR
Second.
t.Al.K
6 per cent bid.
FOR REN1 Rooms.
caslf.'l'homi
tiood'piano,
Chen p.
1
New York, July 22. Stocks were six months,
Estate, Insurance. Lnsi
Call
money Strong.
High, low,
. OR
111
outt
Indifferent today to the continued
Fourth
treet
THE
FOR
ECONOMIST
6AI.E
Cluod'blcyclc,
AortU.
rate
last loan. 6 per cent;
cheap. I'alace
VtCbi "1,ad,;- J1l"r 1300 North
favorable bulletins from .the western ruling bid, and
.,
Second
Inug
5
offered at
cent;
per
closing
battle front, the war group reacting fl
FOR HA I. K One heavy Xui
ivug ill. .Tiqdj"
per cent.
lUTi 'outh Walter.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
HELP WANTED.
South.
one to almost three points under proPOtt RENT Two furnistie.4
houses, four
FOR SALE riotectograpli clieck protector
fessional pressure.
West
five
and
XEW YORK COTTON.
4H
403
rooms,
ATTORNEYS
and
k2Jmngwter.
central
Koulh
Seventl.
Male.
good as new at half price. Phone 693.
jani
"
concentrated In steels,
Selling
also two
unfurnished houses at FUR
rtnilsli7diTnTra7nT FOR MALE
w. Wilson
ioun
s
WANTED
A
409
mun
plain-I'.
Cheap,
411
and
equipments, coppers and shippings,
io
sleeping
Bouth Seventh. Apply at 214
work on tho farm.
porch. Inquire Zfj West tirunlle
New York, July 22. Cotton futurcB
..
Attorney
c
I:. J. Strong.
West Clold.
leaving city, call at "19 West Fruit.
"
FOR R ENT Ilooms "
Room II. JT and U
with a sprinkllnsr of oils, motors and closed steady. July, $28.65; Oct.,
Cromwell
tldlaa
summer rates; no
Vi A.N'i an
As good as new.
ov" SSfi.'lul; FOR SALE Baby's
Phone 1171
Tivu
miscellaneous shares. Tobaccos made
t'Xperk'Heeil
or
waiters
Jan..
Dec.
$25.72;
$24.88;
$25.03;
or
Ulglitanrta.
cull
at
1077,
74 South Second. lltUia.k'
waltr
(:. I'ullinnii t'afe.
a better showing by reason of another March,
KttltKV
$24.73.
wTil
FOR KAI.E 'I'wo Slngei sowing machines,
OeiTraSi;' '
1'AINTEIi.S iuiiilc.1 1st class men. no olhcrs FuiTTtMNT
viilufiaTeTTea
l.argo.
iuMri FOR RtA I' Norl"
advance In Sumatra Tobacco.
Attorney at later
furnished jcoltage.
Phone
,
need apply. .Muster 1'uintcr,
cheap and oilier household goods. 315
Finh
"ult 1, Law Library Buildingirc"t'
iil?"w:
X. M.
Rails began the day adversely on
North Sixth,
NEW YORK MKT.Ui.
WANTED Kxnevlohced man for milk lioust
OKNTMTH
Reading's heaviness, but led the par1''V1'l'HS"N1'-'1- 'J-"
fu'nlshed
work. Apply Uezek'a Dairy. TJ03 North
room. tuf FOR SALE Olio white cntiinelod Koch Tur?'.tj!"lPj'iK porch, aoza South Walisr.
tial rally of the afternoon, Canadian
FOR
ner chair nud one mirror, 4NxS4. Address DV J. SC. KRAFT
u"1 "th Second er
Market Fourth.
New York. July
lh!"ke,nrhone
house.
74
Pacific recording an extreme gain of unchanged. Spit,
Box
J.
ArU.
WlnsloW,
South Arno.i J'hone 1S54 J.
Deutal Snrgeaa
$8.05.
ANTiiD A partner, either ludy or genttwo points on settlement
'r
iTaiiy
of the
nasai IM
carlaKv Room, l Barnett Building
oW twTraslnTd FOR HENTOi,e 11th-- any rooTna"r,'d sleep." KiirHAi.w'hUiT'wIlT.iw
Spelter Unchanged? East St. Louis leman, In Bond paying business, :ioo cash
Mad by Mall
Appointment
uneil
30.
sell
five
will
montlis.
.
and
threatened strike In the rlnmlnlnn
cist
paid, tU. 1'hone na-3required. A'ddress Ilox 4 care Journal.
"1
""""exPUig. 6.i0 with
delivery, spot $8.45 $r 8.50.
I
.
U
Ught 1.117 North
FOR
I'hone
K.lll
409
Xorih
First.
bTfTcoi-;ij.
furnished oottagT
Contributing fully 30 per cent to
WANTED Men torunr on" Santa Fo train's
IMl'EltlAL ROuSiCnk,
Inqulra "BouthJBroaaway. Phong
FOR KAI.E Omprcta pack outfit for sale
,,,,
as news agents. See T. V. McCugur, euro
the day's moderate turnover, United
C,.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Boonx 44 Mellnl Ilulldlng
FOR
RBNT
vi" ."f, ur
lteap. ust the thing for u hunter or
Pred
News
;oeki OVBr Woolworth's.
Harvey
modern
at
States Steel reacted two nnintn ami
Agency
bungalow,'
Depot.
319 i'5
Central.
E. I.. Hea-1Santu Rita, New Mex.
Mt
'"""h Walter. Apply 103 South Walter
VVANTliD Carpetilura 14.36 to V peTday7
closed almost at the lowest level with
FOR RENT lunge front bedroom, modern
Kansas City, July 22. Butter. laborers 12.50 to 13.90
ROOF
ni fu"ni'lsT17dhous'e'
W. T. Ml ItPHV. M. 11.
per day. 40 labor- I'l Ht RENT Thlce-- l
a net loss of 1 points.
uOa per
will
private entrance, bath
under our
4117
Creamery, 42c; firsts, 40 ',4c; seconds, ers for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
with sleeping
gallon. Roots
adjoining.
15 month;
,.),.
wuef
I'nieti.e I.loilted to Tnliereiiln.l, Wrlghj'
North
Fifth
Bonds eased on light dealings, the 3914c; packing, 33c.
street. Private family.
Houth Third. Phone .1(4.
Improve from year to year. We can put on
Walter.
paidJiSuuth
list as a whole showing no especial
FOR RENT Very desirable room with a new roof that will last as long as the I'llllillng; opposite poslofflee. offl,.- - b., V
WANTEIi Young mun to work In Trading FO R II UN T FurTiTshdllouse,
Eggs Firsts, 37c; seconds, 31e.
three rooms
m"
The Mariano Co, Phone UOi-'
,'h'""' office
feature. Total sales, par value,
to learn business and work up.
and sleeping porch,
porch for light housekeeping. Also building.
ilO Routh Walnut.
residence
U&0; water pant "nesleeping
Poultry Hens, 25c; roosters, 1814c; storeCItV
bedroom. IDor, West Central. Phone J240.
P. O. Ilo
373.
outn Jlgh.
United States, broilers, .30c.
jnijinre
$4,625,000.
one
PK.
FOR SALE One number
MAItOARKT II.
driving horse,
AKTWKK.Hi
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
..
ld issues, were unchanged on call.
WVitei...t..-T.- :WrANTI5l)
Teacher for manual
bedwit KKNtT
training
Pructle Limited to Womra's mm4 Okll.
weight 10.r,0 lbs.; one horse, weight U0
Ished. Bleeping porches. 1400 South
rooms, running water, close : 110 sick; one
and an all round mechanic. Rio Grands
High
.
Closing prices:
olio light saddle; ono lady's
runabout;
iFUKBSises)
gentleman
Chicago puonrcE.
Industrial School, Hox 695 t'lty.
preferred.
Apply no Nurth saddle; two single harness, one heavy, 630 U21 B. Central Phone 171, Albufuereae, H. M
2ealty Oo Then 770.
!:
American Beet Sugar
6714
KENT Modern "bungalow "thrVVrBM Seventh.
WANTED Hoy of 18 or 18 years of age
North Second.
IlliS. Ti l 1 A DIE mm'
American Can
;
47
RElTr
FOR
with
Chicago," July 22. Butter Market
largo sleeping
Nicely rurmsned outside room ERIE carbon
who can drive Ford car must be strong.
porch, furnished.
lraellc limited to Rre.'star, Moee aa
rooi paini and roof cement
American Smelting & Refining
67i. Inquire IV2$ East Central.
the
or
week
I'h'"''
77
by
also
fornlshed
room
month;
301
Wet
Wash
steady. Creamery, 38 !4c?i 4314c
North
Apply
Laundry,
.. THROAT
stops leaks; lasts five years. Us Devoe
for light housekeeping. Elms HouL enrner
American Tel. & Tel
FOR RENT -- Modern f urnlsbdU Vlai" nrTtSat
96
13,913 llroadway.
Offloe Hours: 1 to 11; I to I
floor
Eggs Higher.
Receipts
ready paint,
paint, Valspar,
Central car lino, convenient to sanntor- - First and TUeras.
American Zinc
mobulr top and seat dressing. Motor car f n.
State National Bank Building
is 34 cases. Firsts, 3 SfD 3 8 c; ordinary
MAI.K HEM' WANTED.
ui.o. uiaAion K co.. Third and 'Joi
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Anaconda Copper
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i
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Office
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""
Centrifugal pump and
184
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m''
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motor. With pressure control. ApCanadian Pacifio
pnh also Kaiase. CuJI 1207 East FOR RENT Two rooms ror itshT'housekeepV ply D. Weinman,
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.entral,
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CounadoIng.
and Wednesday.
FOR
Central Leather
Tuesday
Apartments
and
SALE
furnished
Monday,
67
Ohios, $2.402.60.
Poultry and Eggt
rooms. 41S Houtlj Second.
General.
, . . . r,fi u.
Chesapeake & Ohio
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..v...-,ton RENT Furnlshd
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FOR
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with canvass sleeping porch, light and
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t.icka. C. F Hay "i!
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WANTED Experienced
r
North
bon
apartrne
. .. 87 !i
110
High.
. Chlno Copper
00
WANTED
Miscellaneous.
ij.
paid:
per month. 61 West Coal.
Cafs.
Colorado Fuel & Iron....1. ... 46X
FOR RE.T Three "iarge aii y "rooms ,ici
Thk for
rmm
I.IVKSTOTK MARKETS.
WANTED Compete til salnswoinan.
Some furnished. W. If. McMilllon,
TO TRADE.'
Crucible Steel
20
... 65
porch and bath. Nicely furnished for
Economist.
I'linns 22 IT.
West Cold.
housekeeping. (iu and coal runges. DesirCuba Cane Sugar
... 3014
WANTED The .lamesun Ranlturiuin wants
tlilcnso IIvcstock.
WAN'IEDTo
"
SPECIAL
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made
local
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HEXT-FlIon.
able
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FOR
picnic
fishing
West Coal.
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ro'.mn partly."furnlshedf
Erie
a cook. J'hone 4fil.
... 15
small ranch win.
Chicago. July 22. Cattle Receipts
partles1 Call l!i3-J- .
res- ele. trle lltl-land bath. Water
Rent
Inr,
M.
N.
Great Northern Ore C'tfs. . . .. 3114 22,000.
Ken- ral housework; do nook.
Encino.
For
Good steers,
WOUfAN
120 per m. nlh. Inquire 011 West
WANTED If you need a carpenter, cull J.
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steady,
very '
Central or
i.i'x
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H.
Ms.
.
Great Northern pfd
... 90 scarce and others and butcher
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;io
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Phone
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FOR REM
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. ..
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modern furnished FOR KENT furnished, room with "aicep'lnit
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WANTE1'.v" Woman for general
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40B
bungalow,
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Martin
WANTED
. .. 83
Real
bent
To
touth
hundred
Waller.
twelve
porch.
buy the
18.30; common,' $11.00(1917.00; butch- isortn aroo.
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work. Must be competent. 1515 East Hllvef Estate Co.. 2Ui West Gold.
Louisville & Nashville
pound horse six yeara old. John Mann.
Furnlsfieci room, gentleman
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furnished trout very
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At once second baud furniture
. . ... 98
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. ..
at
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with
condition.
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Southern Pacific
West fluid.
sleeping
RANTED Convalescent heulthseeker
de
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with or without board. Phone 671. 1121 and
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Southern Railway
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Sheep Receipts
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and native lambs, shorn range lambs FOR SALE Rooming house. completely East Central. I'hone 2133-Grande Industrial Srhool. Phono 240n.
...127
gain, til Nr!ll High.
United States Steel
furnished. Good business. On account of F R RrTNT fi iloms wUh .slef M,ng porches.
from c "to" to"
...106
higher; top natives, $18.25; choice other
General.
FOR SALE Nice home, furnished and a
Utah Copper
business must ell, Phone 1140.
ach. 100 ton
erjii Iron.' Pay from
hot and fiU water. 1st class table board.
.l.'Sl Idaho bid above $18.50.
good paying business. 14.000. half cash.
RENT
FOR
to
lb.
furnished
.modern
Patrlotlo
613
per
Nicely,
duty. St.
West Onld.
For sale or lease, a.few bar- Casa de OrOil, CLAIMS
17711
Journal office.
Rungalow
room for light housekeeping. Phone
Junk Co.. 101 South First street. Phone tn.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
gain In the Holbrook belt. For InformaI
furnished
Kansas Ctly Ijivestock.
FOR RENT
Sleeping porch
SALE
Foil
modern home, "fifty
or
or
sell
To
WANTED
trado
for
A.
tion
write
U
Arts.
Holbrook.
sheep
Rench.fr,
table
board. 301 South
rooms,
Kansss City July 22. Cattle Refoot front. Owner leaving city, must sell
FOR RENT Apartments.
farm lis five
ranch property, one
22.
Pronounced ceipts 21,000. Market steady. Steers. FOR SALE Half interest In best tire and Edith, phone S10. Mrs. Abbott.
Chicago,
July
at once. Apply l'JVO
N.nth Second.
room
located
well,
modern
orteslan
bungalow,
vulcanising business In southwest: It takes EI JARD1N' E.SCANDIDO
weakness developed in the corn marThe desirable Full RENT Desirable furnished apartment
at Huntington Reach, California, Inquire FOR SALE Cement biocli house flvij rooms
$17.2518.10; western, $10.5015.00; eesh
also sleeping room. 400 South Seventh.
between 4 and 5 thousand dollars to
has
convalescents
one
double
for
ket today owing principally to bearish cows,
W.
M.
place
of M. L. Harris. Ilox 4.14. Magdlilena.
sleeping pnrrh, cellar, oily water, corner
$6.5013.00; heifers, $8.00 fg bundle. Tires esre Journal.
room vacant. 101 Wrest Central. Phone 1112. FOR RENT Two and
apartlot one block from car line, handy to shops
crop reports and to big receipts. The 15.00; feeders, $7.50 016.00; 'Calves,
finishing by mas- a
ment and sleeping ream.
Highland WANTED Careful kodak
atvutu Mutei, seventeen welt furnlshe4 MRS. W. H. HEI!r. of the Ixiekhart Ranch
little canti and 112 per month. Cull 1101
service.
to
Twice
close waa unsettled
ter photographers.
dally
net $8.00 13.25.
'
.
rooms, centrally located, close to depot,
has moved to 001 South Arno. where she House.
Send South Arnoi Phone
guaranteed.
to $1.48
lower, with August $1.48
wtU sacrifice. Bee National InvestRENT Furnished housekeeping and Romomber, satisfaction
take
'Oil
to
seekers.
Phone
Is
health,
Hogs Receipts 9,000. Market high- Owner.
established
firm.
to
prepared
a reliable,
your
finishing
10?
TSlrd.
ment
North
Co.,
new
no
modern
to
rooms,
$1.50. Oats er. Bulk, $18.25 18.60;
and September $1.49,
single
building;
1336.
,
Hanna. master photogmpher.
Hanna
heavy, $18.40 euH rtroNi ui-'ek. 215 North Seventh.
t tne best double store "II, .tARDPrT;RCONrm6--fo- r
off. In provisions
finished c to
oonvales-cent18.60;
light, $18.1518.45; i pigs,
an
located
for
beet
or
general
RENT
FOR
Three
four
room
furnished
buildings
SALE Urertock.
FOR
outcome
2c
to
decline
Coolest
the
a little better.
ranged from
$16.50017.50.
mercnanoise in in? vuy. e- - j. v. unsin si ilaee In Something
apartments, modern; the ZOO block South
MAIL STAGE
il'il-Fl- .
city. Pleasant aurroundlngs. Pates sixth.
10c
advance.
lXlU,l!AeJers?rm
West Central.
101
hotel
Market-strong.Savor
office.
Inn,ulr?
Washington
Apartments
4,000.
Sheep Receipts
v
1801
West
1111.
Central. Phone
reasonable.
call anywhere
- ....
any time.
.1
FOR"SALEtieritle riding" and driving i,ny t.v. Phone
Field conditions for corn were alThree-roomodRENT
FOR
Lambs, $15.50018.60; year- -'
apartment,
Silver
City 7 am. ; ar. Mogollon 3 n.m.
SHADT NOOK ranch offer excellent room
I'hone
BUSINESS CHANCES.
most Ideal, with arrivals of about 625 lings. $12. 0015.00; wethers, $10.00,
coal and gas range
em,
furnished,
Lv. Mogillon 7 a.m.; ar. Silver City 1 p.m.
nicely
tn
to
set strong, combined, closo In. Apply 400 North fourth. FOR SALE Two well broken cow
and board. Just
place
e
business
IIAV15 for sale
carloads.
The market accordingly
ponle. Best iQtiipped auto livery In southwest.
14jof-4- ;
'
free
13.60; ewes, $8.0012.60.
No hard work easy to handle and for rates phone now available.transportation
Phone 390.
Besemek's Palry, Phone 351,
BENNETT MOTOR TB1.NBIT CO.
Mrs. fi,
outset but a
Accommodation
began to decline at
A
of
life
chance
time
a
'
big money maker.
'
Sliver City, K. M.
FOR RENT
housekeeping apart- FOn""8ALI? Extra fine, young pedigreed
Thomaa
,
Denver Livestock.
scarcity of selling orders made shorts
for right man. See Alexander Itoss. Hotel
Zeaments, three room with bath and sleepbreeding stock Flemish Olant. New
Denver. July 22. Cattle Receipts Combs. Room 100. be' ween the hours of 10
'uneasy and led to covering which
William
Red
hares.
North
rooms.
Hotel
Rufus
and
Belgian
land,
lit
Albuquerque
ing
WANTED Position.
TIME CARDS.
Oeatrech. Sr., ;4 North Eleventh Street,
Second.
brought about material upturns. After 2,400. Market steady Beef i steers, snd 11 a. m.. or 2 to S4 p. ' m., Monday.
v
and Wednes1i..
Ihiiouernnef N. M".
the demand from Bhorts had become $11.00 16.00;
WA T Waaiilng anil ironfnghyth'oioaen
cows and heifers,
for ai happy winter borne.' Coal
CHANCE
if
and also rough dry. rhone 4740.
exhausted, however, the market weak- $8.00 10.75;
stockers and feeders,
already stored, a few nice little furnished
PASTURAGE.
vacant. Suitable for twa person.
MONEY TO LOAN.
ened rapidly.
WAXfEDPosltlor as housekeeper,
$7.60f 13.00; calves, $10.60 13.60.
for apartment called
by Unole Sam. If taken SSfiKN TPaiuira w'"water"nln"ri ty
" Oats
(Tenants
reflected the action of corn.
gentleman preferred. Phpne 1922-Hdgs Receipts 1,000. Market 10c t7BTT0JL?)AJsOri
" In
former
round
all year
oulck will let for th
drano.
CV
per month
limits, li s
7 Wmmt Oold C1IT Dealt
Phone T7(
Tlural offerings were
Top,- $18.40: ' bulk, $18.20ifi)
larger- and higher.
WANTED Home and some remuneration, prices at THH WASHINGTON, 101 West Ption. 11T-18.95
threshing advices favorable, f
by reliable young lady. "B." car Journal. Central. J. P Fswins. peon.
SANTA FB BArt
ATClllHON, TOITKA
Announcement of the placing of big
3,000.
TYPEWRITERS.
Market
Receipts
WAT CO.
WANTED Position by young" ladya7ten-otraphe- r
rtiamlierlam-s- i Tablets.'
WANTED
orders from the government gave steady. Lambs, $17. 0017.65; ewes,
or assistant bookkeeper. Address
Dwellings.
"U
Weetboaad.
All makes. overttauTud
TTPEWRITEllS
Chamberlain's Tablets are Intended Stenographer. Jnnrnar offlew. f
'
firmness to provisions and so too did $11.6012.50.
,
Class.
Arrives
Departa
repaired. Ribbons for every machine. A- No.
hnuiie,
WANTED To rent, flvq or
especially for 'stomach troubles, bil1. The Scout
Pnoae
7il pm. 1:10 pm.
Exchange.
tit
Typwrlter
Fourth
lbuquerque
ward
higher prices on hogs.
unfurntuhed,
preferred. 111
iousness and constipation, and have
1. California
'
.
am. 11:43 pm,
.11:45
Limited
FoiiTtf
Sooth
'
Charles Travltz. thirteen days old, met with much success In th treatPhot 175.
Closing prices:
7. Fargo
10:45 am. ll:liam.
Fast
Corn Aug., $1.48: Sept., $1.49! rwas operated on recently at a hos- - ment of those' diseases.
not In
married man
Ymirif?
VANTED
People who FOHALETTo'" acres' niountk'nanlilTon
FOR
Room. 1. Til Nava."o rUnthbouML1:14 am. t:l ant
or.
m
dpitres
bookkeeper
position
Oats Aug.,
drnft,
"pttal In Harrisburg. Pa.', for appendi have suffered for years with Btomach
Sept., 67 c.
11
acre under cultivation;
Pecos river.
clrrk. references., rhone IzOg-10:11 pa.
V;
trouble and have been unable to ob- SA- wh- tanreA. -1 miula.M
,
citis.
FOR RENT Offices In suit or single. Call 801, El Paao Kitpress ....
Potk July, $45.60; Sept.;' $45.50.
.
fl.. 11:41 ana.
17. Kl Paso Siprses ... .j
uprtalrs, over Woolwnrth'e store
tain any permanent relief, have been alows: one mil protected "trout stream.DUS-Ad- WANTED By young couple 3&arm all modern
.Jard July, $26.20; Sept.. $26.20.
over
not
por
house
furnlahe'i
Kastbeand.
HKnV
month;
use
office
of
these
tho
front
KOR
I
gounectlog
dress Box 125. Valley Ranch. N. M.
'The smallest hotel In the .United completely cured hy
Ribs July, $24.42; Sept., $24.74.
v
am.
months lit advance for, suitarocms over Golden Hula' Store, Inquire 1. Tk Bcout .......... 7:lm.
States Is In the northern mountains of tablets. Chamberlain's Tablets are FOR SALE OR PENT Three acre ranch ble pay ix
X. The
',
6;04 pm, 1:40 pm.
Navajo
Permanent e.re .Tonmal.
Rn,,m I
ntft'.
biliousness.
also
of
value
for
great
California Limited . .' :00 pro.
NEW YORK MONEY.
11-i.
miles from town. Crop In .106 small
(Utah. It Is a tiny, weatherbeaten log Chronic
:Mpnv
IV, Bant,
constipation may bo permatrees, s'so srape and small fruit. lx
Eight,... 1:11 pm. U:K pm.
CARPENTERIWG.
building In a lonely village 7,000 feet
PERSONAL.
cured by taking Chamber- fruit
Frwm
cated on main ditch. Three-roo...
house.
oath.
New York, July 22. Mercantile pa above sea leven. . The accommodation nently
lain's Tablets and observing the plain barn ad chlrsn pen. Address Box
lit. Kansas Cat and ChU ago, T:
a,
.
and; sis maaUw,
a
bottle.
per scot; consisti ot. one bedroom.
peri
wltU
each,
directions
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818 WEST CENTRAL

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

THOSE

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

S15.

FOOD HEADS

AVIS.

N. M.

1

OFFICIALS FIND

SUGAR "CHEATS'
OPERATE

CROOKEDNESS
ARM

mi

r

July

Santa Fe Stage LOT
II

Albuquerque to Santa Fe
Commencing week July 22.
Singer Taxi Co., Phono 600.

Administrator Declares Many Hundreds' of Thousands, of
Are Obtaining Several Times
Raincoat Orders Are Tainted
With Fraud; Suspicion
Their Allowance
Buying

4

of first pickings new crop Japan Tea has
arrived, the best to be had.

POUND, 75c
V. S. Food License

WARD'S

STORE

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROHEBT JONES

DOM K R H. WARD
(15 Marble Avenue.
...172-173-17- 4
Phones

Coil,

I'hone

aunt,

and
GRACE DARMOND

in

"The Girl in

Mrs. Camiel Vandevaldc.

yester-

i

Adults
Children

..10c

........

.5c

cr

Mother-Daught-

495-49-

I Strong Brothers
Undertakers

local items

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
Martin & Thotn. Taxi. I'hone 273.
T. J. Maliry spent yesterday In Santa

Fe on legal business.
C'hiirleH F. Willey Is here on a furlough and Is visiting his mother, Mrs.
Jilu nelie IS, Lccper.
Lincoln Clrclo No. 3, Ladies of the
G. A. It., will meet at 2:30 o'clock
this afternoon in the I. t). O. F. hall.
Horn Sunday afternoon to Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn It. Cook. Neteherwood addition on university hill, a daughter.
Harold Tierce, attorney, enlisted in
the coast artillery of the army here
yesterday morning and left for El

Paso.
Sergeant Jacob Tyne of the army
recruiting station has returned from
a recruiting trip to various part of the
state.
Triple Link Rebpkah Lodge No. 10
will meet In the I. O. O. F. hall at
8 o'clock tonight.
Visitors are welcome.
II. O. Bush, assistant to the food
administrator, has gone to California
to Investigate plants for the dehydration of vegetables.
The children of the primary class
of the Christian church took supper
in Highland park last night. Their
teachers accompanied them!
Mrs. W. E. Eastman of Las Vegas.
N. M wife of Conductor Eastman ot
the Santa Fo railroad, underwent a
minor operation here yesterday.
Temple lodge, No. 6 will hold a
special communication at 7:30 o'clocV
tonight for work in the E. A. and F,
C. degrees. Visiting members are welcome.
Fred Anaya, member of an Infantry
regiment, has arrived safely overseas,
according to word received by bis

SPRINGER
HAULS

ANYTHING

8

r.

shortage.
"There are sugar repeaters," the administrator said, "who are complicat-

ing our problems. There Is plenty of
sugar if, it is used with economy, but
if some are cheating there will bo a
shortage of the supply necessary for
canning purposes. If I can find the
persons who are duplicating their orders for sugar and cheating the government, 1 most assuredly will prosecute them under the hoarding act.
"The allowance here is three pounds
per month person. That is just
three times the allowance In France
and is more than any well ordered
household will consume. Tho repeat-trby invading the sugar supply
through selfish motives is curtailing
the amount that may be used for canning. When anyone feels the pinch
of a want of sugar for canning, they
can lay it to the door of the cheat,
the sugar 'repeater,' who buys his allotment from one grocer and then
goes to another store and does the
same thing. Public eating places and
confectlonarics are doing all they possibly can to cut the Use of sugar and
then these sugar cheats got. busy and
offset this good work by their selfishness. Thousands of housekeepers
are practicing the utmost
but the reports throughout the state
indicate that there are many of these
sugar cheats In the state. Their
s,

(V

MONMINC

New

JOURNAL

York,

IFICi.

July

v.A.IO WlMj
22. Extensive

ALWAYS
m.

a.

FITTED
RIGHT

HIS MASTER DRAMA

ZENA KEEFE

y,

IN "SEVEN "PARTS
A

LOUIS C. GIELITZ
MERCHANT TAILOR
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
Made to Order
107 SOUTH FOl'RTn
Third door north of Postofflce.

HOUSE ROOMS
South First. I'hone 221.

story i.f the world's unjust condemnation A picture for (lilnUliis
A
A plea to make the world safe for children

men and women

picture you wont
(

ALSO

Delivery
Bryant's
SERVICE
FOR

QUICK
22J West Copper.
W. K.M.
Persons who wszi to renew ot take
out memberships In the Red Cross
do so by calling at Strong's Hook
Store, O. A. MatHOn A Co., Giimshaw's
or Mrs. II. II. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman of the Membership committee. No. 1SS1--

Phone 601.

for-re-

A

t

soon.
TWO REEL KEYSTONE

COMEDY

"NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS."

BITTNER
2

ONE

WITH

685 for Apiioiiiliucnts.

S19

A GREAT

EYES

Frl-dn-

spiracy.
Officers of the corporation involved are under the surveillance
'and probably will be arrested soon In
Washington or other cities.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars
of raincoat contracts
are tainted
with fraud already .uncovered by department of justice agents and other
disclosures affecting army orders for
clothing, soldiers' equipment, machinery and supplies and lnvolvng
arrests on similar charges may be
made soon. It was learned.
frost army oflcerH at whom the
finger of suspicion points uro of the
lewer ranks, but a few of the rm.oi
of major and colonel are said to le
under Investigation.
Direct bribery of unnamed anny
officers who hail charge of le'.;'n?
1?
good
contracts or inspecting
.barged aga'r-- t r. number of t

SOMETIMES

JOHN W. NOBLE PRESENTS

conspiracies Including bribery and
graft, In connection with army contracts for rubber raincoats sent to
DR. KING. SPECIALIST
soldiers In Franco were disclosed toWill be In his office Thursday,
night by department of Justice officSaturday and Sunday this week.
West Central Avenue. Phone
ials, simultaneously
with the arrest B08
of seventeen officers and employes
of flrteen manufacturing companies
In New
on
York and Brooklyn
charges of bribery, fraud and con-

GOOD SHOW

A

Nights, 6 to 11

5c; Adults 10c
Children 10c; Adults 15c

TIME OF SHOWS

1:00, 2:45, 1:30, 6:15, 8:00, 0:45

Matinee,

1

Children

to 6

COMING THURSDAY ONLY

William Farnum in "THE PLUNDERER"

tonight.

Manufacturers Intimidated.
It was announced that In some CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
cases manufacturers intimidated miliPHONE 607
tary or civilian inspectors of raincoats
In
use
Influence
B. M. WILLIAMS
by threatening to
Dentist
Washington to obtain their dismissal
1
coats
Rooms
and 2, Whiting Building
if they did not approve the
TODAY AND TOMORROW
No. 681.
Phone
Others
manufactured.
practiced
Second
Gold.
and
Corner
fraud by secretly shifting rejected
goods to other plants to which Inex'sweet-tootis stronger than their
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Inspectors or those who
perienced
"Two-Bit- "
love for their country and they aro would "play the game" were assigned.
in reality slackers.
In the, United
Those arrested were:
Red Cross dues, This is
States, for the next ninety days, no
clothing
Felix Gouled, a wealthy
PRESENTING THE POPULAR STAR
one can lay any claim to patriotism manufacturer, who Is charged with a
should
duty
you
and cheat on the sugar regulations."
acting as "go between" for other
The administrator said that a strict
and with seeking to solicit neglect. .
watch is to be kept and ary person contracts under the illegal contingent
found buying more than thetillotment fee system; Joseph Sydeman, William
Red
Don't neglect the "lwo-Dl- l'
will receive thetheavicst possible pen- Sydeman and - Joseph Wood of the Cross Club. Join todnjr.
for
W. ft. 6.
hoarding,
alty
Ralph
Sydeman Rubber company;
a.
w.
Cohen of the Yorkshire ManufacturRed
Don't neglect the "Two-Bi-t''
IN
ingcompany, Ralph Rosenthal of Cmt dub. Join todaj.
CANADIAN SOLDIER
Haneuer & Rosenthal; Alfred Zittel
nt tho -Antnnnhiln Ttninennt Pomnanv.
- u
SPEAKS TO WOMEN v.
Inc.; Louis Fried S. Halpern of the'
Raincoat company;
Mrs. J. F. Brown will
her
Private W. E. Collinge last night Interborough
of the Manchester
lectured to the women of the city on Polly Clamons
112 North Walter,
HalM.
I.
Coat
house,
boarding
company;
Hun warfare, crimes and "general Waterproof
of the National Cement comcussedness." He had a large audience pern
Wednesday, July 21th.
Simon Harris of the Harris
pany;
FROM THE RED BLOODED BOOK OF FRANK II. SPEARMAN
of women and from the time he start- rRaincoat
Morris Lesser of
house;
i
ed until his last word held every min Lesser &
Stenge; Joseph Pines of the
IT'S A PARAMOUNT
ute of their attention.
Pines Rubber company, and L. I. H.J
Private Collinge told of the crimes Yellim of the Eureka Rubber ManuWANTED
perpetuated by the boche upon the facturing company.
women of Belgium and France and
Wccks of Investigation.
how ono Canadian sergeant was cru"WEEKLY EVENTS"
Experienced man to tako charge
The roundup follows weeks of inof cotton goods and linen depart
cified upon a barn door In an effort vestigation of agents of the depart- In
mcnt
Box
Postofflce
city. Apply
to make him divulge military inform- 'ment of justice and war and navy de
SEE THE WORLD.
209, City.
ation. His story of the death and bur- partments.
ial (by himself) of his boyhood chum
The arrests are an outgrowth of the
brought tears to the eyes of many government's campaign against the
'
women.
scores of
illegal system by which
Collinge was Introduced by Mrs. H. agents have obtained army contracts
F. LaBelle. a prominent civic worker on a contingent fee basis.
WANTED
and club- woriian.
Man and wife to help on dairy
Significance Is attached to the simiW 8. fc.
larity of stories told contractors ls ranch; if competent can take
'several contingent fee agents operat
A. B. L0KEN WEDDED TO
charge. Splendid opportunity.
ing Independently inasmuch as each
J. S. BERKEY, Belen, N. M.
MISS KELLY AT CHICAGO named the same officer or officers in
This Afternoon a't 1018 Forrester Avenue.
Washington as being susceptible tn
It was
2:30
A B. Lokcn, traveling shoe sales- money gifts. Quite uniformly.
Sale Starts
experience of a eroup of conman with headquarters In Albuquer- the
tractors
In good faith to fall
Note
v,,,.- - rnnmn nf furniture to co to the highest bidder for cash.
que, and Miss Kelly were married in to obtain acting
'
which
beds,
rockers,
Chicago little more than a week ago. went to raincoat contracts,
dressers,
table,
Hoover
I
Real
The
articles:
some
Library
tho
of
following
Candy
higher bidders, and later to
Miss Kelly had made her home In Al
lounge, parlor
receive telephone calls from men who
Chocolate Shop Chocolates
springs and mattresses, rugs, dining table and chairs, hoes
RATTLESNAKE COILS
buquerque since last fall. She is a
and many
dishes, tubs,
on
plate,
contracts
machine,
gas
to
White
obtain
tables.
sowing
guaranteed
A.
Mr.
Mossman.
and
sister of Mrs. E.
These
this
miss
Don't
fees.
opportunity,
of
mentioned.
retainer
not
payment
articles
IN WOMAN'S BED AND
other
GRIMSHAW'S
Albuto
Mrs. Loken have returned
on
For
Be
in
hand
Coals.
Rotten
condition.
early,
Cloth
In
Al
are
and
home
and will make their
goods, aro sanitary,
Second and Central
In running down evidence the govSTRIKES HER HAND querque
this sale, call at T. 8. Mills Furniture Store,
"Grlmahnw Wants to Ree Ton"
Information
here.
regarding
any
ernment agents found the trail led
223 South Second, or phone 808.
to Roston and Philadelphia
where
When Mrs. Mona Franklin,
i
-nick's"taxi
extenfee
contingent
agents
operated
who
lives two miles from the city
J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer
x
by the telephone conversation
on the mesa, awoke yesterday
PLAYERS TO ESTANCIA sively
FANCY SUMMER APPLES
a
Is
number
method.
understood
It
ratmorning, she found a large
FOR SALE
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Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Scott have received word from their son. Wilson
G. Scott, that he has arrived safely
overseas.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott now
have three sons in the military service
of the United States.
There will be a regular meeting oi
In Five Rods
the N. A. A. C. P. this afternoon at
4 o'clock at the A. M. E. church.
All
ALSO A GOOD COMEDY
members arc requested to be present.
Friends of the church are also invited.
A short program will be given.
Miss C'herange Roberts of El Paso,
formerly of this city and graduate of
the University of New Mexico, has
Plus War Tax
received an appointment as examiner
in the postal
censor substation nt
Naco, Ariz. She will begin her new
duties at Naco this week.
Lynn H. Fox, secretary of the Y. M.
C. A., will leave today for Estes
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for Union county to be held at Clayton, N. M August 7. 8, 9, 10. Several speakers will attend from the
Matteucci, Pailadino&Go.
headquarters here and the same general plan will be followed which made
GROCERIES AND MEATS
the state congress a success here.
6
eoi W. Tljcrns. Phones
Three autos of Roswell people en
route home after a trip to the Taos
country, were in Albuquerque Sunday.
Those who made the trip were: Miss
Sadie Coopor, Miss Eva Young. Miss
Austin and the Messrs, Seals Morgan,
X James
Cooper and Mr. and Mrs. J. Q.
Cummins and Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Shields.
It. C. Knight, night baggaglman at
PROMPT SERVICE.
PHONB
7ft.
STRONG BLK., COPPER
the Santa Fe station, has been transAND SECOND.
ferred to Needles, Calif., where he
takes a day position In the baggage
room. Trinidad Baca, who was born
and raised hero and who has been
assistant night baggagemaster,
has
been promoted to fill the vacancy
caused by Mr. Knight's transfer. Mr.
Knight's family accompanied him to
if
Needles.

His House"

1

B7e

Frank Scotti yesterday made the
round trip to Jemcz Springs and return In twelve hours. This is considered by motorists to be unusually fast
time for the trip.
James Hubert Scott, 317 North
Fourteenth street, who enlisted In the
naval reserve some time ago, left last
night for San Diego, Calif.. In answer
to a summons to active service.
The ladies aid society of the Lead
Avenue Methodist church will meet
at the home of Mrs. D. A. Carnes, 607
West Gold avenue, at 3 o'clock this
afternoon. All members are urged to
attend.
Word was received at the Santa Fe
shops yesterday that the board on
railroad wages and working conditions nt Washington would issue the
scale of wages for mechanical crafts-

EARLE WILLIAMS

'

and South Walter.

day.

LYRIC
TODAY

Somebody in New Mexico Is using
more than their allotment of sugar.
In fact, judging from tho statements
yesterday of tho federal food
there are several "some- bodys" breaking the. rule.
This is complicating the sugar prob
lems which confront the food admin
istration. The administrator declares
there will be no sugar famine and that
If the people will use only what Is allotted them there will not bo even a
admln-Jstrato-

No.

ifeis.

Points to Certain Officers,

From Different Grocers,

7

Albuquerque

Santa Fe, 4:30 p. m.
Fare One Way, $3.75
Round Trip, $7.00

MU

TODAY AND TOMORROW

House of High Class Pictures and Music

Leaves Mondays,
Wednesdays,
Fridays
and Saturdays.
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